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Introduction
The summary presented here spans the time between October 30, 2019 and January 31, 2021. The
work conducted encountered a series of challenges, none so great as a global pandemic. However,
the work persisted through, and continues on today. We are proud of what we have been able to
move forward, and have big ideas for the work coming in the future for this community.
The Watershed Action and Restoration Plan was drafted throughout the meetings and various
outreach events, as well as through the pandemic. It has a long way to go still. However, stakeholder
input on project ideas and overarching themes for the watershed action plan. The project ideas are
all from stakeholder input. The biggest stakeholder engagement event was the Water Forum held in
November through virtual space. The event featured speakers, interactive surveys, breakout rooms,
and a virtual field trip of a local high school. The event was summarized by the WRRC in a 27p
report. These documents are listed at the end of this summary, and are included as appendices.

Stakeholder & Public Meetings
A series of meetings were conducted with stakeholders to establish the watershed partnership,
advance the efforts to become a non-profit, create by-laws, elect leadership, and receive guidance
for the watershed action plan. It is important to note that the COVID-19 pandemic severely impacted
meetings and coordination. In an area where stakeholders rely on in-person meetings, the pandemic
shift to online meetings slowed the progress of meetings and the watershed partnership down
dramatically. However, there was still progress, albeit much slower than many, including the
coordinator, preferred. Below is a short description of the meetings that were conducted and the
outcomes.
•

•

•

10/30/2019 Kickoff
o The kickoff meeting covered the efforts of other groups and individuals in the area
that ultimately built to the CVWP, and presented a vision of where to go next. This
meeting also detailed the strong coordination with the University of Arizona’s Water
Resources Research Center. The meeting reviewed the goals developed and voted
on at the 2018 Cobre Valley Water Forum. The meeting included a schedule at a
glance and look at some ideas for priority activities.
12/04/2019 Advisory beginning
o This meeting primarily focused on the formation of the board of directors, potential
subcommittees, and drafted a mission statement to go along with the vision
statement and goals previously developed. The formation of the inaugural leadership
was discussed at length, covering structure, number of members, commitments, and
how to approach key decision-making stakeholders. The group discussed a timeline
and how to form subcommittees. The primary subcommittee formation from this
meeting was the by-laws subcommittee.
02/19/2020 Bylaws and Guest speaker Chuck Graf
o This meeting continued the leadership discussion from the previous meeting. This
meeting also went over the initial draft by-laws from the by-laws subcommittee.
Additionally, this meeting brought in a guest speaker who had expertise in
stormwater management and over 30years in the state as a hydrologist. He spoke
about drywells technology, and their application in the Salt River Valley.
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•

•

•

•

•

05/14/2020 Update Meeting
o This was the first post-shutdown, online meeting for the CVWP. The meeting focused
on upcoming grant opportunities that would bring together multiple stakeholders and
provide tangible benefits to the community. The original draft timeline was revised
and approved by attendees. The draft by-laws were presented, and several
stakeholders provided helpful feedback. The meeting emphasized establishing
consensus among stakeholders as the CVWP moved forward.
06/24/2020 Science Coordination meeting
o The Science Coordination Team is an advisory group for the Cobre Valley
Watershed Partnership, providing input on and recommendations of priorities and
projects to support watershed health based on collaborative exploration of and
participation in research and studies relevant to the region. This meeting focused on
the Ecosystems Services study being conducted by the WRRC, and how the findings
will be applied in the region. Stakeholders engaged in the conversation and provided
feedback for the watershed action plan.
07/27/2020 Science Coordination Meeting
o This meeting provided another update on the ecosystems services study, along with
a discussion of the data assembled. The attendees were also polled on the
watershed action plan, where they were asked whether to frame the plan with
drought preparedness in mind. There was also an update from individuals who are
working on the Cobre Valley Collaborative Recreation Master Plan, and ways the
master plan can overlap with CVWP goals.
11/12-13/2020 Water Forum
o This year’s forum was hosted virtually, and focused on the theme: Healthy
Watersheds, Healthy Watershed. Over 60 people logged in to learn about and
support forest health in their watershed. Over a dozen speakers shared information
and specific recommendations to help us evaluate our role in the changing reality of
forests, fire, and watershed health. The Cobre Valley Water Forums have been an
annual event in the Globe-Miami area since 2018. Each year has focused on
different themes, but the main goal of the forums is to spread water awareness and
collect watershed directives and priorities from the local communities in order to
inform and develop the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership. Additionally, a new
logo created by a local artist and then put into a graphical format was voted on at this
forum. It is the cover image for this summary report.
01/09/2020 Don Ascoli
o This was a kickoff to a new outreach effort titled CVWP Talks! The featured speaker
owns his own business testing water from private wells and small community water
systems along the Mogollon Rim. Private well sampling typically occurs either when
a house is sold, or when someone in the house notices a change in the water
aesthetics. Don stressed that private well owners are effectively running their own
water utility, and would be well served to approach well maintenance with this
perspective. This talk was featured online and recorded for the website.
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Partner Meetings
These partner meetings were strategy meetings with the RAPIDS Team at the University of
Arizona’s Water Resources Research Center (WRRC). The WRRC has been pivotal in gathering
stakeholders for watershed focused work, and encouraged the Gila County IDA to apply for a
WaterSMART grant. These strategy meetings allowed for the CVWP coordinator to learn directly
from the WRRC’s experience, and strategize how to build on the work that had already been done.
The descriptions below reflect highlights from the meetings.
•

•

•

•

01/17/2020
o Leadership ideas and expectations
o Guest speaker ideas
o Watershed action plan structure
o Relationships with important stakeholders
02/27/2020
o Developing better relationships with business community
o How to motivate stakeholders
o Creating clarity
o The Silverbelt as a resource for communication
03/06/2020
o Prep for science coordination meeting
o Ecosystem services update, with case studies
Forum Prep
o These meetings occurred as structured, task-oriented meetings to develop the Water
Forum. Regular planning meetings began in September, and continued until the
forum in November. Typically, these meetings covered the developing agenda and
speakers who would be able to bring their expertise to the forum.

Outreach
•

•

•

NGWA Albuquerque February 24-25, 2020
o A local conference for the National Groundwater Association held in Albuquerque
NM, focused on Energy, and Policy in a Changing Climate Conference. The CVWP
was invited to present on current and future anticipated work as it related to the
theme of the conference.
Gila Watershed Partnership February 21-22, 2020
o This conference focused on "Collaboration Across Boundaries." This topic asked
speakers to discuss bringing communities together to discuss river-based recreation
for sustainable tourism and explore restoration along the Gila River. The CVWP was
invited to present on current and future anticipated work as it related to the theme of
the conference.
Gila Extension Watershed Action Talk
o The University of Arizona Gila Extension Office hosts regular talks for the benefit of
the community. The CVWP was invited to discuss progress to date, goals, and help
the attendees get motivated to also attend the water forum. This talk was virtual, and
recorded for the Gila Extension Website.
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•

•

Beautification Committee
o The beautification committee was formed near the end of 2020 with the primary goal
of picking up trash around the community. The first cleanup coincided with the water
forum to boost visibility and awareness in the community. The CVWP wanted to
create a positive impact in the community while respecting COVID health
precautions. The CVWP partnered with the Cathy Sanchez Memorial Foundation to
organize these events into regular occurrences, and has had other notable partners
such as Gila PROUD and Capstone Mining. These trash cleanup events are
ongoing.
Bi-weekly Office Hours
o During the pandemic, the CVWP coordinator has tried to think of creative ways to
maintain presence and engagement. The coordinator instituted regular online office
hours for stakeholders and community members to have informal chats about any
watershed topics they wanted. The office hours have been met with modest success,
likely because many people are “Zoomed Out” from the pandemic shift in work
modes. However, these office hours are ongoing and will transition to in-person
hours with eased COVID restrictions.

Leadership
Bylaws
The By-Laws were written by two dedicated community members in December 2019, and presented
to stakeholders through a series of meetings and email notifications for feedback. Through these
meetings, a final version of the by-laws was voted and approved on the first week of July 2020. The
by laws lay out how the leadership will be structured, and subsequently kicked off solicitation for
leaders for the forming of the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership as a non-profit.
In the last week of October through the first week of November 2020, the Board of Directors and
Executive committee were voted in by stakeholders through the online survey software, Survey
Monkey. This inaugural leadership board is comprised of dedicated community leaders who see the
value in the watershed partnership, and want to guide the conversations moving forward. They are
listed below along with a personal quote on their philosophy of leadership.

Board of Directors
The board of directors is:
Mayor Al Gameros (City of Globe): “As a leader, you have to lead by example. A good leader is a
good listener. It’s so important to sit down at the table with everyone, and be open to collaborate.”
Freddy Rios (Arizona Water Company): “The main ingredients of good leadership are be a good
listener, be responsive, and be accountable.”
Adam Bromley (USFS): “I believe as leaders, we are simply there to guide people in the direction in
which we want to go. This empowers individuals to make their own decisions on the “how we get
there” part of the equation. Most of all, help people help themselves”
Melissa Steele (City of Globe): “I think a leader is someone who is right there beside the people they
are leading. To me, it’s someone who is helping to create the future that everyone wants, and taking
those paths to create an achievable goal.”
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Exec Committee
The exec committee is:
Chris Jones (UA Extension, Gila County): “A leader and team need to have a shared vision, mission
statement, goals and objectives, and keep working towards those ends. Internal conflict can often be
resolved by staying mission focused.”
Sandy Palmer (Gila County IDA): “A good leader is a servant who works on behalf of the people or
organization to address needs and accomplish goals that are important to the those they serve.”
Ben Downer (UA Extension, Gila County): “I favor a shared leadership style that encourages
engagement and creativity from everyone during the decision-making process. My goal in any
leadership position is to create an environment where ideas and opinions are respected and shared
freely.”

Challenges
Pandemic Shutdown
On March 11, the governor of Arizona declared a state of emergency, March 15 schools sent
children home, and on March 20 the state shut down. Throughout April and May, folks tried to adjust
to the new normal, however it was a major adjustment and many people still felt paralyzed by the
unknowns of the new virus. In particular, rural areas had a very difficult time adjusting to public
health recommendations. The stay-at-home order expired in the middle of May, and throughout the
summer cases began to rise until Arizona was leading the world in the rate of new cases. However,
the University of Arizona, leading health organizations, and public health leaders continued to
encourage individuals to stay diligently distant as the pandemic continued. This heavily impacted
CVWP community engagement and stakeholder processes, as it did the world over. In the Cobre
Valley region, many meetings and communications are best conducted in person. The pandemic
shift had an outsized impact on the work due to this strong social preference to get things done.

Documents
The documents attached to this report are the following
1.
2.
3.
4.

By-Laws
Meet Your Leadership
Calendar
Draft Watershed Action Plan (incomplete)
• With Project Ideas Matrix
• With three draft projects in template form
5. Draft Water Forum Summary Report
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Appendices

Appendix 1
By-Laws

Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership By-Laws
As established on July 1, 2020

Article I: Identification of the Organization
1.

Organization Name: The name of this organization shall be the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership
(CVWP), hereafter referred to as “Partnership”. This name shall be the legal name for the Partnership
to be used in all contracts, financial agreements, and business documents.

2.

Contact/Representation: Partnership shall utilize the President as the primary contact person and
figurehead for the Partnership.

Article II: Purpose and Objectives of the Partnership
1.

The CVWP Vision: Create and maintain vibrant and healthy communities, environment, and economy
in the Cobre Valley by fostering collaboration, transparent decision-making, environmental stewardship,
and cooperative projects that will benefit the watershed for generations to come

2.

The CVWP Mission: The Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership strives to facilitate stakeholder driven
watershed planning that promotes environmental stewardship and sustainable economic development
through community action and educational outreach.

3.

CVWP Goals:
System Efficiency/Wise Utilization of Resources
1. Revise existing water budget with updated data and information
2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality
Economy/Development
3. Set framework for private-public partnerships for long-term water supply resilience
4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use
Recreation/Environment
5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience,
adaptation, and restoration
6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective
impact
Water Awareness
7. Education of the public and decision-makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Article III: Membership
1.

Partnership Membership: The membership of the Partnership shall be open to any current resident,
property owner, business operator, or otherwise interested stakeholder connected with the Pinal Creek
Watershed. Membership shall be established through registration with the Secretary. There shall be
no restriction on the number of members within the Partnership.

2.

Rights of Members: All members are encouraged to attend all regular business meetings of the
Partnership and are eligible to vote in board of director and executive committee elections. Voting on
Partnership business is the responsibility of the executive committee and the board of directors. Groups
or organizations with multiple members attending receive one vote.

Article IV: Meetings
1.

Regular Meetings: Regular meetings of the Partnership shall be held monthly at a time and location
agreed upon by the executive committee and the board of directors.
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2.

a.

Notice of Meetings: Electronic notice through e-mail and/or text messaging of each meeting
shall be sent to the membership a minimum of ten (10) days prior to each meeting by the
Secretary.

b.

Meeting Quorum: A quorum must be reached prior to the beginning of any regularly scheduled
or special Partnership meeting. A quorum shall consist of no less than two (2) executive
officers and no less than four (4) of the Board of directors.

c.

Meeting Conduct: All Partnership meetings shall run according to the posted agenda. The
President shall conduct all meetings in a timely and organized fashion following standardized
parliamentary procedures. Any and all members of the Partnership are encouraged to
participate, but voting on Partnership business is the responsibility of the executive committee
and the board of directors.

d.

Agendas: Agendas for any regularly scheduled or special Partnership meeting must be
completed and available to the membership by the Secretary no less than one (1) week prior to
all meetings. Agendas shall be approved prior to discussion of business, and then followed to
maintain order and timeliness.

e.

Voting: The executive committee members and board of directors shall be entitled to one vote
per motion with the exception of the President. Motions shall be carried by a simple majority
vote of those members present, or by a simple majority of members who digitally respond to
the ballot or survey within the predetermined time-frame which shall be no less than one (1)
week, and no more than two (2) weeks from delivery of the digital ballot or survey. In the case
of a tie, the President shall cast the deciding vote.

f.

Minutes: The Secretary shall record all business and discussion during any and all Partnership
meetings as described in Article VI, Section 1C. Copies of the minutes shall be distributed to
the Partnership members at least one (1) week prior to the next meeting then reviewed prior to
voting on approval of minutes and archived with the Secretary.

Special Meetings: Special meetings may be called by the President, the executive committee, or a simple
majority of the board of directors and mediated like a regular meeting as explained above.

Article V: Board of Directors
1.

General Powers: The affairs of the Partnership shall be managed by the board of directors. The board
of directors shall be responsible for the management of the activities of the Partnership, its fiscal
requirements, and to maintain the vision, mission, and goals of the Partnership.

2.

Size, Tenure, & Qualifications: The Partnership shall have a range of three (3) to nine (9) directors on
the board apart from the executive committee to facilitate meetings and add legitimacy to the
Partnership’s decisions. The directors shall serve two (2) year staggered terms and follow identical
procedures of elections, terms of office, and termination as the executive officer as described in Article
VI, Section 3: Elections, and 4: Termination of Executive Officers. Persons elected to the board of
directors shall be representative of major stakeholders connected with the watershed. This includes but
is not limited to municipalities, government agencies, local businesses, industry, tribes, universities,
agricultural interests, non-profit organizations, community members etc... with one seat reserved for a
community member who is not representative of a major stakeholder. These by-laws may be amended
to prescribe qualifications for directors by majority vote of members.

Article VI: Officers/Executive Committee
1.

Executive Officer Position Descriptions: The Partnership shall be facilitated by the executive officers.
The Partnership executive committee leadership is comprised of at least three (3) member-elected
officers for the following positions: President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer.
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a. President-The President shall preside over all business meetings of the Partnership to keep
meetings timely and on agenda. He/She provides leadership to the board of directors and to whom
the executive director is accountable. The President appoints the chairpersons for committees in
consultation with the other officers and board of directors. He/She helps guide and mediate board
actions and directives with respect to the Partnership’s vision, mission, and goals. He/She
evaluates the performance of the executive director, officers, and board of directors. He/She shall
carry out all other duties as assigned by the board of directors.
b. Vice-President-The Vice-President shall facilitate meetings in the absence of the President and
shall carry out all other duties as assigned by the President or the Partnership. The Vice-President
shall also coordinate with the President, Secretary, Treasurer, and executive director to prepare
agendas prior to a Partnership meeting. He/She performs other duties as assigned by the board of
directors.
c. Secretary -The Secretary shall record minutes of all Partnership meetings, keep a record of
attendance at all meetings, and communicate information regarding meetings and events to the
Partnership members. He/She shall prepare and distribute all meeting minutes and agendas to the
membership prior to the following meeting. He/She shall maintain historic records of the actions
and decisions made by the Partnership. He/She shall conduct elections as described in Article VI,
Section 3, Elections. He/She shall perform other duties as assigned by the executive committee
and board of directors.
d. Treasurer- The Treasurer shall coordinate with the executive director and keep account of all
fiscal transactions associated with the Partnership. He/She shall provide monthly financial
statements as well as an annual budget for the Partnership for approval. He/She shall be responsible
for establishing and maintaining bank accounts as well as oversee all Partnership finances. He/She
shall perform other duties as assigned by the executive committee and board of directors.
2.

Concurrent Positions: Executive officers members may serve concurrent duties as necessary, e.g. Vice
President/Treasurer with the exception of the Secretary.

3.

Elections: Elections of the executive officers shall take place every year at the first scheduled Partnership
meeting of the calendar year as determined by the Partnership.
a.

Executive Board Election Procedures: Partnership members wishing to run for the executive
positions must accept nominations prior to voting. All members wishing to run for an
executive position must have participated in at least ¾ of the previous year’s Partnership
meetings as noted in attendance records unless special exceptions are agreed upon by the board
of directors.
i. Elections are conducted by paper ballot and shall be collected and tallied by the
Secretary. In the case of a tie, the President shall then be allowed to cast a vote.
ii. Upon being elected, new officers shall be inaugurated immediately and take control of
the remainder of the Partnership meeting with the assistance of the outgoing officers.

b.

Terms of Office: Each executive officer shall be elected for a two-year term of office.
Officer’s terms shall be staggered as necessary so that continuity and experience shall be
maintained on the executive committee. Officers may rerun for their current or another
position at any given election.

c.

Special Elections: In the case of a mid-term vacancy of office, whether conceding office by
their own recognizance or due to unforeseen circumstances not allowing that officer to continue
in his or her executive capacity, a special election shall take place at the first Partnership
meeting following notification of position vacancy, and following the same election procedures
as stated above. This position shall be carried out only until the end of that original Officer’s
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term at which time the new officer filling the vacated position may run for another term of
office.
4.

Termination of Executive officers: Any executive officer may be terminated by a majority vote by the
Partnership at any regularly scheduled Partnership meeting for actions deemed by the board of directors
as detrimental to the stated purpose of the Partnership. Any officer with three or more unexcused
absences within one year shall be subject to termination from office and replaced through a special
election following term agreements and election procedures as previously stated.

Article VII: Committees
1.

Formation of Committees: Ad hoc committees may be appointed by the executive leadership at any
regularly scheduled or special meetings. All committee chairpersons are appointed by the President
with guidance from the executive committee and board of directors. Committees may be formed as
short-term task forces to accomplish a short-term goal, or as standing sub-committees to the executive
committee, or any reason the executive committee and/or Board of directors deems necessary.
a.

Executive officers may be exempt from participating in ad hoc committees due to current duties
as assigned.

b.

Ad hoc committees shall be placed on meeting agendas for reporting until the mission of the
committee has been accomplished or the committee is otherwise deemed permanent or
unnecessary.

Article VIII: Corporate Staff
1.

Executive Director: The board of directors may contract with an executive director who shall serve at
the will of the board of directors. The executive director shall have immediate and overall supervision
of the operations of the Partnership, and shall direct the day-to-day business, maintain the properties of
the Partnership, and perform such additional duties as may be directed by the executive committee or
the board of directors. No executive committee member or member of the board of directors may
individually instruct the executive director. The executive director shall provide activity reports at the
Partnership meetings as shall be required by the board of directors. The executive director shall be an
ad-hoc member of all committees.
The executive director may not be related by blood or marriage/domestic partnership within the second
degree of consanguinity or affinity to any member of the board of directors or executive committee. A
contract may be offered to an executive director candidate at any meeting of the board of directors by a
majority vote and shall serve until removed by the board of directors upon an affirmative vote of threequarters (3/4) of the members present at any meeting of the Partnership. Such removal may be with or
without cause.

Article IX: Conflict of Interest & Compensation
1.

Purpose: The purpose of the conflict of interest policy is to protect the Partnership’s interest when it is
contemplating entering into a transaction or arrangement that might benefit the private interest of an
officer or director of the Partnership or might result in a possible excess benefit transaction. This policy
is intended to supplement but not replace any applicable state and federal laws governing conflict of
interest applicable to nonprofit and charitable organizations.

2.

Definitions: Interested Person. Any director, principal officer, or member of a committee with governing
board delegated powers, who has a direct or indirect financial interest, as defined below, is an interested
person. Financial Interest. A person has a financial interest if the person has, directly or indirectly,
through business, investment, or family:
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a.
b.
c.

An ownership or investment interest in any entity with which the Partnership has a transaction
or arrangement,
A compensation arrangement with the Partnership or with any entity or individual with which
the Partnership has a transaction or arrangement, or
A potential ownership or investment interest in, or compensation arrangement with, any entity
or individual with which the Partnership is negotiating a transaction or arrangement.

Compensation includes direct and indirect remuneration as well as gifts or favors that are not
insubstantial. A financial interest is not necessarily a conflict of interest. A person who has a financial
interest may have a conflict of interest only if the Partnership decides that a conflict of interest exists.
3.

Procedures: The following outlines the Partnership’s procedures identifying possible conflicts.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Duty to Disclose. In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an interested
person must disclose the existence of the financial and other advantageous interests and be
given the opportunity to disclose all material facts to the Partnership the proposed transaction
or arrangement.
Determining Whether a Conflict of Interest Exists. After disclosure of the financial and other
advantageous interests and all material facts, and after any discussion with the interested person,
he/she shall leave the Partnership meeting while the determination of a conflict of interest is
discussed and voted upon. The remaining board or committee members shall decide if a conflict
of interest exists.
Procedures for Addressing the Conflict of Interest:
i. An interested person may make a presentation at the Partnership meeting, but after the
presentation, he/she shall leave the meeting during the discussion of, and the vote on,
the transaction or arrangement involving the possible conflict of interest.
ii. The President of the Partnership shall, if appropriate, appoint a disinterested person or
committee to investigate alternatives to the proposed transaction or arrangement.
iii. After exercising due diligence, the Partnership shall determine whether the
Organization can obtain with reasonable efforts a more advantageous transaction or
arrangement from a person or entity that would not give rise to a conflict of interest.
iv. If a more advantageous transaction or arrangement is not reasonably possible under
circumstances not producing a conflict of interest, the Partnership shall determine by
a majority vote of the disinterested members whether the transaction or arrangement
is in the Partnership’s best interest, for its own benefit, and whether it is fair and
reasonable. In conformity with the above determination it shall make its decision as to
whether to enter into the transaction or arrangement.
v. Board and executive committee members shall recuse themselves from voting on
partnership business on matters in which a conflict exists.
vi.
Violations of the Conflict of Interest Policy:
i. If the Partnership has reasonable cause to believe a member has failed to disclose
actual or possible conflicts of interest, it shall inform the member of the basis for such
belief and afford the member an opportunity to explain the alleged failure to disclose.
ii. If, after hearing the member’s response and after making further investigation as
warranted by the circumstances, the Partnership determines the member has failed to
disclose an actual or possible conflict of interest, it shall take appropriate disciplinary
and corrective action.
Periodic Reviews
i. The partnership shall conduct annual reviews of all conflicts of interest.

Article X: Indemnification
1.

General: To the full extent authorized under the laws of the State of Arizona, the Partnership shall
indemnify any executive director, officer, or agent, or former member, director, officer, or agent of the
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Partnership, or any person who may have served at the Partnership’s request as an executive director or
officer of another corporation (each of the foregoing members, directors, officers, agents, and persons is
referred to in this Article individually as an “indemnitee”), against expenses actually and necessarily
incurred by such indemnitee in connection with the defense of any action, suit, or proceeding in which
that indemnitee is made a party by reason of being or having been such member, executive director,
officer, or agent, except in relation to matters as to which that indemnitee shall have been adjudged in
such action, suit, or proceeding to be liable for negligence or misconduct in the performance of a duty.
The foregoing indemnification shall not be deemed exclusive of any other rights to which an indemnitee
may be entitled under any bylaw, agreement, resolution of the board of directors, or otherwise.
2.

Expenses: Expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) incurred in defending a civil or criminal
action, suit, or proceeding may be paid by the Partnership in advance of the final disposition of such
action, suit, or proceeding, if authorized by the Partnership, upon receipt of an undertaking by or on
behalf of the indemnitee to repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined that such indemnitee
is not entitled to be indemnified hereunder.

3.

Insurance: The Partnership may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person who is or was
a member, executive director, officer, or agent against any liability asserted against such person and
incurred by such person in any such capacity or arising out of such person’s status as such, whether or
not the Partnership would have the power or obligation to indemnify such person against such liability
under this Article.

4.

Fidelity Bonds: Fidelity bonds may be purchased by the Partnership to cover the organization for
financial losses or corruption that may be incurred as a result of fraudulent acts by any individual
associated with the Partnership with fiscal responsibilities. This includes first-party and third-party
bonds depending upon the needs of the Partnership at any given time.

Article XI: By-Law Amendments
1.

Amendments: Amendments may be made to the Partnership by-laws at any regularly scheduled meeting
with a quorum present. The entire membership is eligible to vote on amendments to the by-laws.
a. Notice of amendments to the by-laws must be submitted no less than two (2) meetings prior to
voting to allow for research and discussion by the Partnership.
b. Only current Partnership members may vote on amendments up for adoption. All amendments
must pass with a 2/3 majority vote all membership present, or by a simple majority of members who
digitally respond to the ballot or survey within the predetermined time-frame which shall be no less
than one (1) week, and no more than two (2) weeks from delivery of the virtual/digital ballot.

______________________________________________________________________________________
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Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership
We, the undersigned, are all of the initial Executive committee of this Partnership, and we consent to, and
hereby do, adopt the foregoing Bylaws, consisting of the 6 preceding pages, as the Bylaws of this
Organization.
Adopted and Approved by the Membership on 01 day of July , 2020.

____________________________________
Insert Name, President

Date _______________

___________________________________
Insert Name, Vice President

Date _______________

___________________________________
Insert Name, Secretary

Date _______________

___________________________________
Insert Name, Treasurer

Date _______________
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Appendix 2
Meet Your Leadership

Meet your Leadership!
Board of Directors
Name: Adam Bromley
Occupation: United States Forest Service, District Ranger
Years in the Cobre Valley: 3 months
Water is life. Our watersheds provide us with drinking water, agricultural water and wildlife water. I
would like to see our water resources as the most important thing in our environment. I would like to
see us view our environment as interconnected with everything ultimately relies on something else. The
US Forest Service is one of the principle landownerships in the Cobre Valley, and owes it to the
community to collaborate and hear the community opinion on matters of management. While many
times our management actions are guided by regional and national level direction, the voice of the local
community should not be lost in those discussions. I believe as leaders, we are simply there to guide
people in the direction in which we want to go. This empowers individuals to make their own decisions
on the “how we get there” part of the equation. Most of all, help people help themselves. During my
short time in the Cobre Valley, I have enjoyed learning about the awesome wildlife resources, the
excellent outdoor recreation, and the quiet places to raise a family.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Name: Al Gameros
Occupation: City of Globe Mayor
Years in the Cobre Valley: Whole life, 64 years
The three most important aspects about water resources to me are the aquifer where the City of Globe
gets its water, being able to supply water for growth, and emergency water availability. I would like to
see solid water scenario planning with good predictions. We can’t manage our water resources for
growth unless we have good predictions. Communicating with my community is very important to me,
and I rely on a variety of tools to do that. I still send out radio addresses and notices in the newspaper,
along with Facebook communication so I can reach different segments of our population. As a leader,
you have to lead by example. A good leader is a good listener. It’s so important to sit down at the table
with everyone, and be open to collaborate. What I love about the Cobre Valley is that it’s a small-town
community where people help one another. I wouldn’t want to live anywhere else.
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Board of Directors
Name: Freddy Rios
Occupation: Division Manager for Public Water Utility- AWC
Years in the Cobre Valley: 16 years
As a water purveyor, the top three things that are most important to me are 1) the quality of domestic
use water and compliance with multiple levels of regulation, 2) being able to replenish our water
sources, and recharge our aquifers, and 3) being able to balance supply with demand throughout the
year. We all have to do our part in utilizing water resources to the fullest benefit, and not be wasteful. It
is a resource that we have to protect, more so in our drier climate with scarcer water resources. I
believe through public education we have the opportunity to train the next generation to be mindful of
their use of water. We can help kids understand what water is about, and strongly emphasize the
importance of water resources throughout their whole lives. I collaborate and communicate with the
community in three capacities: 1) as the division manager of the public water system, I am required to
provide outreach and customer service. I also work with contractors and regulatory agencies regularly,
2) as a city council member, I have other ways to reach, politically, and 3) I’m a high school basketball
coach for the varsity team at Globe High School (this year). There is a lot of cross-over with group
conversations. We all know each other, or of each other in this community. You can’t get lost here. The
main ingredients of good leadership are be a good listener, be responsive, and be accountable. What I
love about the Cobre Valley is the climate, the geographic position in the state (we’re close to
everything), and the helpful, close-knit people. The people are really nice here.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Name: Melissa Steele
Occupation: Economic Development Specialist
Years in the Cobre Valley: Life, 20 years, born in Globe
We live in a desert, so saving water and maintaining good water quality is really important. I also care
about keeping our waterways healthy, which helps with our wildlife flourish. I would like to see more
water savings and discussions about water conservation. We shouldn’t take more than we need. I also
support having these conversations with kids in the schools, and continuing on to help this be common
knowledge in the community. Currently, my communication is a lot on social media, with some radio
and some commercials. We have been hosting Zoom meetings to reach out to stakeholders. I think a
leader is someone who is right there beside the people they are leading. To me, it’s someone who is
helping to create the future that everyone wants, and taking those paths to create an achievable goal. I
love the environment here; at night you can see the stars and it’s perfect. I love the community, and the
small-town friendliness. It’s home.
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Executive Committee
Name: Christopher Jones
Occupation: University of Arizona Extension Agent
Years in the Cobre Valley: 21 years
The three most important aspects about water resources to me are 1) water conservation. It’s important
to raise awareness and document water management practices, 2) the wildland urban interface. This is
where wildfire mitigation and invasive winter grass removal strategies have big impact, and 3) riparian
corridor restoration. Riparian corridors are perfect locations for trails, dialogue with property owners,
connectivity to the community, and environmental flows using recycled water. I would like to see more
collaborative, consensus-building, based on long-term sustainability management goals with respect to
the environment, the residents, and the local economy. I am the County Extension Agent for the
University of Arizona: I work to bring in partners to facilitate decision making for the good of the
community, and I provide educational opportunities to build awareness and good relationships. I think it
is important to understand oneself and practice bringing the best of that to the table. I know my role is
in influence and creativity in many cases where I get to interact with community partners. Any joint
effort needs to be mission driven. A leader and team need to have a shared vision, mission statement,
goals and objectives, and keep working towards those ends. Internal conflict can often be resolved by
staying mission focused. I love the climate, the location (rural but not too isolated), and my neighbors in
the Cobre Valley.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Name: Sandy Palmer
Occupation: Director, Industrial Development Authority
Years in the Cobre Valley: 26 years in total
Water is imperative to sustain life in the desert. Water quality is very important for health and wellbeing. Additionally, water resources are important for planning for the future. I would like to see more
proactive and innovative approaches to stewardship of the water resources. Protecting these resources
will be equally important. I encourage participation through community outreach. A good leader is a
servant who works on behalf of the people or organization to address needs and accomplish goals that
are important to the those they serve. I love the mountains, opportunities for outdoor recreation, and
the small-town friendliness of the Cobre Valley.
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Executive Committee
Name: Ben Downer
Occupation: Program Coordinator for Family Consumer Health Sciences with the University of Arizona
Cooperative Extension, Gila County
Years in the Cobre Valley: Almost 2 years (18 months)
As an outdoor enthusiast involved in youth programs, important aspects of water resources include
protecting them for future generations, leveraging them as educational opportunities, and encouraging
recreational use. I would like to see water resources viewed as outreach and educational opportunities.
When I was young, trips to the beach sparked my interest in water. Before I knew about pumping rates,
water quality metrics or conservation, I knew that being out in nature and around water equated to fun.
Each of use involved with water has an origin story. We need to continue providing opportunities for
others in the Cobre Valley to create their own. I work with the University of Arizona Cooperative
Extension to engage families and youth throughout Gila County and on San Carlos Apache Tribal Lands. I
also spend time as a volunteer with the Globe Ranger District, helping rehab the Pinal Mountain Trails. I
favor a shared leadership style that encourages engagement and creativity from everyone during the
decision-making process. My goal in any leadership position is to create an environment where ideas
and opinions are respected and shared freely. As a transplant to the Cobre Valley, the variety of outdoor
activities and amount of public lands stood out to me immediately. I like to get to know a place by biking
the back roads, paddling the rivers and lakes, and hiking the trails. The people have also been very
welcoming, and I’ve been able to plug into the community much quicker than anywhere else I’ve lived.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Name: Victoria Hermosilla
Occupation: Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership Coordinator
Years in the Cobre Valley: 0 years
The most important aspects about water resources to me are 1) balanced water uses. There are many
uses for water, and no one use should overtake the others. A balanced approach to management is vital
to meeting everyone’s needs, 2) a diverse water supply portfolio. If you just have one well and that well
goes dry, you’re out of water. It’s important to have backup water supplies for droughts, unexpected
emergencies, and for maintenance of different parts of the system, and 3) water for recreation. Water
draws people in, and provides rest whether it’s in the shade of a cottonwood tree or a nice pool on a hot
day. I would like to see water resources be managed in an integrated and transparent way for all users. I
work to connect community leaders and motivated volunteers, and empower them to reach their own
goals. Leadership is empowering others to lead themselves, and giving them the foundational support to
achieve their vision. I love the people I get to work with, as well as the history of the area. I love the
creative cuisine at local restaurants!
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Appendix 3
Calendar

Updated Draft Timeline for CVWP Development
We
are
here
Oct, Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul,
Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul,
Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec,
2019 2019 2019 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2019 2020 2020 2020 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021
Task
Recurring CVWP meetings
Regular Board Meetings
Subcommitee & Working Group
Meetings AS-NEEDED
Revise CVWP mission, goals, and
strategies
Development of CVWP Structure &
Leadership
Draft Board of Directors guidelines
and structure
Draft CVWP Bylaws (subcommittee)
Review and provide feedback on
Bylaws (board)
Vote on bylaws
Board of Directors Nomination
Vote on Board of Directors
Reserve name with ACC
File non-profit paperwork with AZ
File tax status with IRS
Draft Watershed Action Plan
Draft Watershed Restoration Plan
Projects! Ideas and Roadmaps
Review/Comment Watershed
Action Plan
Review/Comment Watershed
Restoration Plan
Introduce new coordinator
Water Forum (Virtual and/or Inperson)
Approve Watershed Action Plan
Approve Watershed Restoration
Plan
Watershed Plan Implementation

Leadership
All
BoD
Subcommittees

Guest

Guest

Guest

Guest

All
All
All
Subcommittees
BoD
All
All
All
VNH
VNH
VNH
VNH+Subs
VNH+Subs
All
All
All
VNH
All
BoD
BoD
All

Notes

2/25/2021

Guest

In Progress
Extra time if needed
Completed
Annual Water Forum Estimated
Current time
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Introduction
What is a watershed?
A watershed is a region of land from which all water drains to a common low point. Watersheds
are also sometimes referred to as basins or catchment areas (USGS, n.d.). The concept of a
watershed is wholistic in that a watershed includes the land, the surface water on the land, the
groundwater, and the atmosphere above the watershed. (USGS, n.d.; Conservation Technology
Information Center, n.d.***). Furthermore, a watershed also includes manmade features such as
buildings and farms. Looking at the figure below, one can see how the watershed is akin to a
basin and includes the water, atmosphere, land, forests, buildings, agricultural spaces, and
industrial areas.

Figure 1. Watershed Conceptual Figure (DuPage Rivers, 2020)
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This figure depicts what a watershed might be comprised of. The more built the environment and
the greater the level of human habitation, the more components there are to a watershed. This is a
large reason why it is especially important to know the scope of a watershed and all of its
constituent parts – all of these affect the quality and quantity of the water itself.
Humans, plants, and animals are all reliant on the water within a given watershed. A critical
piece of ensuring that everyone has access to enough clean water is a joint commitment to caring
for a watershed. This commitment comes through partnerships between residents, business
owners, government entities, corporations, and any others who have a stake in the well-being of
the watershed. Formalized watershed partnerships and watershed action plans are important tools
for communicating about the use of water in a watershed, balancing priorities, and collaborating
around the care of the watershed.
What is a Watershed Partnership?
Watershed partnerships are voluntary collaborations between groups of people and organizations
who have vested interests in the well-being of their watershed, both now and in the future.
Possible watershed partners include homeowners, developers, businesses, elected officials, youth
groups, environmental organizations, and recreational users of an area. Put another way,
watershed partnerships are made up of anyone who works, lives, or plays in the watershed
(CTIC, n.d). Partnerships are built from the ground up, often making their management plans and
stewardship programs more successful than top-down regulations. Partnerships can also facilitate
respectful forums where stakeholders are able to share their beliefs and needs and collaborate on
positive solutions together (CTIC, n.d.). Watershed partnerships allow for greater local
autonomy and agility as management solutions are created for the needs of the watershed
residents (CTIC, n.d.). Finally, partnerships that foster collaboration and facilitate constructive
dialogue. This aids in mitigating conflicts and gets stakeholders back to focusing on their shared
interests for win-win watershed solutions.
Steps to Forming a Watershed Partnership
So, how do we build it? Here is a modified series of steps recommended by the Organizing a
Watershed Partnership document (CTIC, n.d.). These steps may be taken in slightly different
order, or be taken multiple times as more information and interest are generated over time.
1) Become acquainted with your watershed
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2) Create relationships within the watershed
3) Decide on a common vision for the watershed
4) Determine a plan of action
5) Identify funding sources
6) Implement your plan
7) Continued Implementation and follow-up
Once the watershed partnership is formed, many of these steps are frequently revisited to
maintain the function and effectiveness of the partnership. The Cobre Valley Watershed
Partnership (CVWP) is continually working towards the vision created in 2018 by improving
knowledge of the watershed in conjunction with the WRRC, building relationships with multiple
stakeholders, identifying funding, and taking action on the projects that get the Watershed closer
to the CVWP’s vision.
Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership Background
To help develop rural community and environmental resilience to these risks, the University of
Arizona’s Water Resources Research Center (WRRC) established the Cobre Valley Water
Research Initiative in 2015. This initiative was completed in cooperation with Gila County
Cooperative Extension and relied on funding from FMI and the US Bureau of Reclamation.
In the earliest stage of this endeavor, a community assets assessment was conducted. The report
was published in 2017 to outline the WRRC’s recommendation to form the CVWP to create a
network of partners committed to the improvement and resolution of identified challenges related
to water issues in the area. In September 2018, fifty of these local and regional partners gathered
to decide upon the CVWP’s vision and form working groups to develop goals. By April 2019,
seventy community members, regional partners, and funding organizations were collaborating on
the direction of the partnership. They solidified a focus on environmental health and economic
promise, and initiated the development of a working water budget. The water budget produced
estimates of Cobre Valley’s water demand from municipal, agricultural (ranching), industrial,
and private wells, and also from the area’s vegetation and tree species (FIGURE OR TABLE).
Water supplies were also identified and include groundwater, surface water, and reclaimed
sources. The findings of the water budget demonstrate that the water demands in Cobre Valley
outweigh the supply of groundwater recharge.
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The gap between water supply and demand is predicted to grow larger in the coming decades in
the western United States (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2012). When demands for water
approach or exceed available supplies, competition intensifies among various interests and
scarcity becomes a potential source of conflict. This scarcity, though, can also be a source of
cooperation and creative thinking. To foster

cooperation, however, it is necessary to have a

mechanism for stakeholders to not only understand and allocate available resources, but to also
build positive relationships and trust. This cooperation can be achieved through watershed
partnerships, which, if provided the right tools, can be powerful mechanisms for improved
management of water resources.
The communities of the Cobre Valley are exclusively reliant on groundwater. This reliance
presents challenges to these communities due to the mostly unregulated nature of the resource
and its vulnerability to climactic, land use, and industrial trends. The Cobre Valley is located
within one of the fastest warming and drying regions in the nation, and water supply and demand
projections (FIGURE ##) illustrate significant risk to the local economy, resiliency, and
environmental health.
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Figure 2. Monthly climate outlooks through May 2022 (US Drought Monitor, 2021)

To address the region’s concerns, the CVWP and WRRC continue to collaborate to research the
ecological and hydrological realities and their impacts on the Cobre Valley communities. This
action plan is a key component in establishing how environmental and economic concerns may
be addressed in a manner that supports the people, industries, and ecosystem of the region over
time.
Leadership
Board of Directors
The board of directors is:
Mayor Al Gameros (City of Globe): “As a leader, you have to lead by example. A good leader is
a good listener. It’s so important to sit down at the table with everyone, and be open to
collaborate.”
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Freddy Rios (Arizona Water Company): “The main ingredients of good leadership are be a good
listener, be responsive, and be accountable.”
Adam Bromley (USFS): “I believe as leaders, we are simply there to guide people in the
direction in which we want to go. This empowers individuals to make their own decisions on the
“how we get there” part of the equation. Most of all, help people help themselves”
Melissa Steele (City of Globe): “I think a leader is someone who is right there beside the people
they are leading. To me, it’s someone who is helping to create the future that everyone wants,
and taking those paths to create an achievable goal.”
Exec Committee
The exec committee is:
Chris Jones (UA Extension, Gila County): “A leader and team need to have a shared vision,
mission statement, goals and objectives, and keep working towards those ends. Internal conflict
can often be resolved by staying mission focused.”
Sandy Palmer (Gila County IDA): “A good leader is a servant who works on behalf of the people
or organization to address needs and accomplish goals that are important to the those they serve.”
Ben Downer (UA Extension, Gila County): “I favor a shared leadership style that encourages
engagement and creativity from everyone during the decision-making process. My goal in any
leadership position is to create an environment where ideas and opinions are respected and
shared freely.”
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Current Stakeholders
Stakeholders involved include:
•

City of Globe

•

Concerned Citizen

•

AJAX Engineering

•

Town of Miami

•

James E. Rogers College

•

Miami High School

•

Tri-Cities Sanitation

of Law

•

Globe High School

•

Globe-Miami Chamber of

District

•

Gila County

•

Gila County IDA

•

BHP Mine

•

Arizona Water Company

•

Central Arizona

•

Local Business Owners

•

FMI

Governments

•

ADEQ

•

USBOR

Eastern Arizona

•

Cathy Sanchez Memorial

•

WRRC

•

San Carlos Apache Tribe

•

Concerned Citizens

•

UA Extension

•

Pinto Valley Mine

•

Commerce

Community College
•

Foundation

Gila Watershed

•

GilaPROUD

Partnership

•

Capstone Mining

•

USFS

•

SRP

•

Pinal Creek Trails Group

What is the Watershed Action Plan?
Simply put, this action plan is a guidance document to inform the process of planning and
implementing community projects to restore and enhance the watershed. Projects to restore and
enhance the watershed include community outreach activities, small- to large-scale ecological
endeavors, and everything in between. This watershed action plan is intended to be adaptive to
the needs of the community over time and to incorporate projects that are stakeholder-driven and
fully supported by the community. The framework outlined in this action plan was developed
through collaborative stakeholder input and identifies actionable goals, priorities, and processes
for the partnership in an adaptive manner for implementation over time.
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Vision, Mission, Goals
Vision
Create and maintain vibrant and healthy communities, environment, and economy in the Cobre
Valley by fostering collaboration, transparent decision-making, environmental stewardship, and
cooperative projects that will benefit the watershed for generations to come.
Mission
The Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership strives to facilitate stakeholder driven watershed
planning that promotes environmental stewardship and sustainable economic development
through community action and educational outreach.
Goals
System Efficiency and Wise Utilization of Resources
1. Revise existing water budget with updated data and information
2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality
Economy and Development
3. Set framework for private-public partnerships for long-term water supply resilience
4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use
Recreation and Environment
5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for
resilience, adaptation, and restoration
6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for
collective impact
Water Awareness
7. Education of the public and decision-makers to increase awareness and motivate action
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Government Documents this Action Plan supports
Federal
Clean Water Act
The 5-Year Nonpoint Source Management Plan guides and directs ADEQ's activities for state
fiscal years 2015 – 2019 and fulfills the requirements of Section 319 of the Clean Water Act. The
plan comprehensively describes a framework for agency coordination and cooperation and
describes strategies for employing effective management measures and programs to control
nonpoint source pollution statewide.
Four goals are established in this 5-year Plan to achieve this mission:
•

Identify impairments to surface and groundwater quality

•

Prevent and reduce NPS pollution discharges to protect and restore surface or
groundwater resources

•

Coordinate efforts of various programs within ADEQ and with other agencies and
partners to prevent and reduce nonpoint source pollution impacts to surface and
groundwater

•

Evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the nonpoint source pollution program and
communicate success

Each of these goals has specific objectives and strategies (identified in the Strategic Planning
Table, found in Chapter III of the plan) that will be implemented in order to achieve measurable
outcomes over the next five years. Measures of success will include removing waters from the
state 303(d) list, satisfying existing ADEQ and EPA performance measures, and increasing the
quantity and quality of grant applications in Targeted Watersheds. The Clean Water Act requires
states to report annually an overview of the fiscal year activities outlined in the 5-Year Nonpoint
Source Management Plan.
US Forest Service - Draft Tonto National Forest Management Plan (2019)
Identifies key ecosystem services to be considered in the management of the forest: water for
consumption; water for recreation; habitat for hunting, fishing, and watchable wildlife;
sustainable and productive rangelands; and cultural heritage. This plan details forest-wide plan
directions regarding recreation, rangelands, cultural and historic resources, forestry, scenery,
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lands and access, vegetation and ecological response, riparian ecological response, fire,
watershed and water resources, riparian areas, invasive species, and soils. The plan also
describes probable future management actions categorized by plan directions.
Bureau of Land Management Lower Sonoran Decision Area: Resource Management Plan (2012)
The Lower Sonoran Decision Area (LSDA) is situated in Southern Arizona, extending south
from Phoenix to the Mexican border, west to the border of Yuma County, and a small portion
extends east to include a portion of Gila county including the towns of Miami and Globe.
State
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR)
The Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) has divided the state into geographic
regions based on surface water basins and water supplies. There are six distinct geographic
basins, in addition to the state designated “Active Management Areas” (AMAs) where water
usage and groundwater sustainability is more stringently controlled through government
mandates. The Cobre Valley falls outside of any AMAs and is located in the “Central Highlands
Planning Area” which is made up of five groundwater basins and three major surface water
basins (Salt River, Verde River, and Agua Fria River) oriented from east to west in central AZ.
Elevations range from 12,600 ft. (Humphreys Peak in the San Francisco Mountains) to 1,500 ft.
(Saguaro Lake). Because of relatively high precipitation rates in these higher elevations, the
region contains the state’s most important watersheds (i.e. Salt and Verde Rivers) as they are
home to the greatest concentration of perennial streams that support extensive riparian habitat
and associated wildlife (ADWR, 2009).
In 2015, ADWR began identifying and prioritizing 22 planning areas identified in the Strategic
Vision report, beginning with rural areas. At the request of Governor Doug Ducey, ADWR will
work closely with the Planning Areas to identify issues that are resulting in demand and supply
imbalances and to develop strategies that are likely to be successful in addressing them. With
support from ADWR to form a watershed partnership, we look forward to working with state
representatives to ensure a secure water future.
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Gila River Adjudication (ongoing)
The Gila River Adjudication affects any person or entity who uses surface water or has made a
claim to water use within the Gila River system, which includes surface water uses in and around
the Cobre Valley area. The adjudication determined surface water diverted from a stream, nondiversionary instream uses, impoundments in ponds and reservoirs located in natural channels,
and withdrawals from wells of groundwater that is found to be closely related to a stream. The
outcomes of the Adjudication will impact every water user within the Gila River Watershed,
which includes the water resources used in the Cobre Valley.
Regional
Gila County Comprehensive Master Plan
Chapter 2, titled Land Use Elements, includes a land use goal of having "a high level of
community quality with a lean, safe, and healthy environment that provides multiple-use
opportunities for both residents and non-residents." Relevant policy objectives include 2.0-2.4.
Gila County Land Use and Resource Policy Plan (LURPP) (2010)
Federal and State agencies are obligated under both state and federal law to coordinate agency
planning and decision making with the county regarding land and natural resource management
actions. Relevant sections I-XIV. Sections II, IV, and V are policy statements that specifically
call for the preservation of healthy ecosystems, habitats, watersheds, and water resources, among
other relevant ecosystem services.
Gila County Subdivision Regulations
Relevant design standard: Section 500.03 – “the subdivider shall make every effort to preserve
the site’s natural features such as trees, water courses, historical and archaeological sites and
similar community assets, which when preserved, will add attractiveness and value to the
property and community."
Relevant design standard: Section 500.03 – “the subdivider shall make every effort to preserve
the site’s natural features such as trees, water courses, historical and archaeological sites and
similar community assets, which when preserved, will add attractiveness and value to the
property and community."
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City of Globe 2035 Plan
City of Globe Community Vision statement “….the creation of an economically diverse, vibrant,
environmentally conscious, attractive community integrated within the historic framework of our
western mining, ranching, and regional government heritage. With expanded business and job
opportunities and new living options for residents, redevelopment and preservation will reconnect the neighborhoods to the Cobre Valley’s rich environmental context..."
Economic Development Goal 2 focuses on tourism and identifies local and regional recreation as
a key driver. Economic Development Goal 5 focuses on infrastructure development including
efforts to protect public health and the environment through water, wastewater, and stormwater
management. Section 2.3 outlines the water resources element of the city’s plan. The entire
section is relevant to watershed planning efforts. Water resource goals include adequate and
sustainable supply, improved water quality, and an emphasis on water conservation

How this Report is Organized / Rationale for Framework
-

Explanation of top-down watershed organizational structure

-

Intro to ecosystem services – what they are, include diagram

-

Intro to climate change impacts and rationale for in every section
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(Chuang et al., 2015)
-

Intro to data gaps and explanation of what they are / why they are important

Geography/Setting/Get to know your watershed
Geography
Central Arizona, like much of the Southwest, is characterized by Southern Basin and Range
geography. This region is a section of the Basin and Range Province that extends across
southwestern New Mexico, western Utah, Nevada, and northwestern Mexico, and includes the
Sonoran Desert (NAU, 2020). Predominantly north-south trending mountain ranges define the
region, interspersed with low valleys of alluvial and eroded sediment from the mountains. The
dominance of basin and range geography is sharply defined by the Mogollon Rim, an escarpment
that delineates the southern edge of the Colorado Plateau. In contrast to the Basin and Range
region of southern and central Arizona, the plateau area is characterized by mostly flat, high
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elevation land, approximately 5,000-8,000 feet. Some areas of the Mogollon Rim are referred to
as a “transition zone,” indicating land that shares characteristics of both plateau and basin and
range geography. Elevations and climactic conditions vary in the transition zone, which
encompasses localities such as the Cobre Valley.
Cobre Valley is situated south of the Mogollon Rim, and exemplifies this pattern of an alluvial
basin bounded by steep mountain ranges. The highest point of elevation within Cobre Valley is
Pinal Peak, at 7,848 feet. The lowest point of elevation is near where Pinal Creek meets
Roosevelt Lake at 2,000 feet.
The Cobre Valley is east of Phoenix in the mountains of southern Gila County, and resides in
what is known as the “Copper Corridor.” This corridor includes Globe, Miami, Claypool, Central
Heights, and other unincorporated areas located on the edge of the Salt River Basin in the Salt
Lakes sub-basin (Figure 3, Figure 4).

Figure 3. Copper Corridor Map (Discover Copper corridor, 2021)
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Figure 4. Salt River Watershed (WRRC, 2018)

Watershed Boundary
The Cobre Valley encompasses the geography and communities of the Pinal Creek Watershed.
The southern boundary of the Pinal Creek Watershed is marked by the Pinal Mountains which
trend north-northwest through the valley from the southern end of the basin. To the east the
Apache Peaks and Blackjack Mountains bound the valley, and the western border is created by
the Superstition Mountain wilderness.
The Pinal Creek Watershed covers an area of approximately 100 square miles. Globe is the
largest community of the three, covering approximately 18 square miles with a population of
over 7,000 people. The communities of Miami, Claypool, and Central Heights-Midlands City are
each smaller than 2 square miles and have a population of 2,500 people or less in the region.
These communities reside at approximately 3,500 ft elevation.
Streams/washes
The Pinal Creek Watershed includes seven sub-watersheds within the Upper Salt River
Watershed (HUC 15060103): Upper Pinal Creek, Middle Pinal Creek, Lower Pinal Creek,
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Horseshoe Bend Wash, Miami Wash, Bloody Tanks Wash, and Russell Gulch (Figure 5).
(“HUC” refers to “hydrologic unit code,” created by the US Geological Survey as a hierarchical
system that divides and subdivides regions based on drainage area. The bigger the number or
“code,” the smaller the drainage area.)

Figure 5. Pinal Creek Watershed and Subwatersheds (WRRC, 2018)

Watershed Ecology
The Pinal Creek Watershed is characterized by a diverse ecology ranging from pines, such as
Ponderosa and white fir in the high elevations of the Pinal Mountains, to desert scrub vegetation
with scattered areas of desert grassland in the lower elevations of the valley. Species such as
juniper, oak, manzanita, and creosote are common throughout the region.
The winter rains drive the bulk of plant productivity in the early spring, followed by a lengthy
period of hot and dry conditions in late spring and summer. Monsoon events in late summer
(July through September) can trigger sporadic plant growth. At higher elevations where
temperatures remain milder and precipitation is more frequent, larger shrub species dominate, a
characteristic of chaparral vegetation.
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Numerous native animal species, such as elk, mule deer, coatimundi, rabbits, javelina, numerous
snake species, and numerous bird species populate the Cobre Valley region.
Localized changes in the area ecology due to industry and urbanization can create changes in the
land cover, plant and animal species, and water availability (Jenerette and Wu, 2001). The mines
in the region have large tailings piles, many of which are not reclaimed with vegetation but are
instead bare soil. Runoff and infiltration generated from precipitation are intercepted before they
can join the watershed out of concerns for potential contamination. This impacts water
availability for the watershed. As urbanization pushes the boundary with wildlands, more land
cover is changed from natural landscape to cultured or paved. More runoff from precipitation is
generated by impervious surfaces, lessening infiltration, and increasing the risk for flooding
downgradient. The removal of infiltration due to the impacts of industry and urbanization
negatively impacts soil water content, and subsequently available soil water for plants.
Additionally, industry and urbanization removes vegetation.
Towns/Population
Cobre Valley hosts approximately 1/5 of the population of Gila County, Arizona (Arizona Office
of Economic Opportunity, 2015). The Arizona Department of Administration (ADOA) projected
that population in Globe and Miami would decrease between 2010 and 2019, but long-term
projections remain stable. There are other factors, however, that can impact this trend, such as
new mining projects or other new activities that could attract more inhabitants. Meanwhile,
Arizona’s population is expected to grow. On the low end, overall Arizona population may
increase by 2.5 million people by 2050, and on the high end, the increase could be as much as 5
million people by 2050.
Cobre Valley is characterized by a patchwork of landownership, including the U.S. Forest
Service, Bureau of Land Management, the San Carlos Apache Tribe, Arizona State Trust, and
private. Only a small percentage of the land in Cobre Valley is privately owned. Land under
different ownership is managed in different ways, posing a challenge to planning for healthy
water resources on a regional scale. This challenge can be met by bringing landowners together
with stakeholders to collaborate on overarching goals for land and watershed management, and
support one another in steps towards management practices that restore and enhance the
watershed over time.
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Regional Economy
Major employers in Globe include Gila County, Arizona State Prison Complex – Florence,
Heritage Health Care Center, Globe Unified School District, and Gila Community College.
Mining
Cobre Valley is a portion of a region known as the “Copper Corridor,” and has been defined by a
long history of mining. Mining continues to be the major economic driver of the region. As of
2008 the City of Globe had one of the few operating copper smelters in the United States.
The service industry is beginning to take a larger role in the economy, and there are several local
drivers for recreation as a new source of economic development. There will be a regional
recreation plan developed in the coming years in the hopes that it will encourage more local
citizens to partake in recreation, as well as draw visitors to the area.
Ranching
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Current State of the Watershed
The current state of the watershed describes how all components of the watershed currently are,
and are listed with potential future climate change impacts.
1.

Clean Air
i) Air Quality (look into the smelter there, and air quality regs/controls)
(1) Definition/explanation – Clean air plays a role as a crucial supporting ecosystem
service, contributing to the basis of a habitable ecosystem for living beings (FAO,
2020). is vital for quality and length of life. Additionally, air is vital for humans’
quality and length of life quality plays a role as a crucial supporting ecosystem
service, forming the basis of a habitable ecosystem for living beings (FAO, 2020).
Not all air is equal, however. Higher levels of particulate matter (PM) lead to
worse health outcomes as well as lower life expectancies (Chuang et al., 2015).
The Air Quality Index, a scale from 0 to 500, is used to report the amount of
pollutants in the air (AirNow, 2020). These pollutants are sulfur dioxide (SO2),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (O3), fine inhalable
particulate matter of 2.5 micrometers or smaller (PM2.5), and inhalable particulate
matter of 10 micrometers or smaller (PM10) Air quality refers to how clean or
polluted air in a given region is. The air’s level of pollution is reported using the
Air Quality Index, a scale from 0 to 500 (ADEQ, 2020). (AirNow, 2020). The
table below explains the different AQI levels and what each one means.

(AirNow, 2020)
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(2) Regular/historical status – Historically, air in the Watershed has had a higher AQI
index value than both Arizona and the US, meaning air quality in the Watershed
has been lower than elsewhere in the state and the country (USA.com, 2020). The
two figures below help illustrate this. The first graph shows Globe’s air quality for
1999-2009, while the second graph depicts Gila County’s air quality from 19802010. Both graphs allow some comparison with air quality elsewhere in Arizona.

(USA.com, 2020)
Figure #
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(Chuang et al., 2015)
Figure #
Heightened ozone and sulfur dioxide (S02) levels are the main reasons for lower
air quality in the Watershed, with S02 levels being about twice those of the
national average (USA.com, 2020). The hHigher ozone levels are reflective of
higher ozone levels throughout Arizona, where the combination of traffic and
large amounts of sunshine create higher than average amounts of ozone (Stone,
2020). The elevated S02 levels, on the other hand, are the result of copper mining
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and smelting in the region (Environmental Protection Agency, 2018). In 2012,
parts of the Watershed were designated ‘nonattainment areas’ for S02, meaning
they had not met the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (Chuang et al.,
2015).
SO2 is a kind of PM2.5. This means sulfate - along with other PM2.5, like nitrates,
black carbon, and mineral dust - is small enough to be inhaled deeply into the
lungs. PM10 are larger and end up higher in the lungs. Examples of PM10 include
dust from industrial sources, wildfires, and landfills, as well as pollen and bacteria
(California Air Resources Board, 2020).
Exposure to particulate matter (PM)2.5, PM10,, which includes S02, and to ozone
leads to a range of dangerous health conditions. These include decreased lung
function and growth; a range number of respiratory and cardiovascular diseases;
and higher total death rates (Chuang et al., 2015). Lower air quality doesn’t only
have an adverse impact on humans; it adversely impacts all living beings. For
example, higher ozone concentrations reduce photosynthesis, thereby negatively
affecting everything from farmlands to forests (U.S. Global Change Research
Program, 2018).
(3) Climate impacts - Climate change is already impacting the Watershed’s air
quality. The formation of ozone is a complex result of the interplay of sunlight,
temperature, emission of nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons, and meteorological
variations, like wind patterns (USGCRP, 2018). In general, hotter temperatures
will lead to greater concentrations of ozone (Chuang et al., 2015). This is due to
the fact that for ozone to form, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides must react with
heat and sunlight (Clean Air Partnership, 2016). Some regions with more
precipitation are proving to be the exception to the general correlation between
higher temperatures and more ozone, but in Arizona this relationship is wellestablished.
The changes in meteorological conditions due to climate change are leading to
higher ozone levels as well (Chuang et al., 2015). It is hard to make accurate
predictions regarding PM concentrations because of how many different parts of
the climate are changing and the uncertainty regarding how these new weather
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patterns will interact with one another (USGCRP, 2018). For example, both more
frequent heavy precipitation events and increased stagnation of hot air are
predicted and it is uncertain how the interaction of these and other weather
patterns will impact PM concentrations (USGCRP, 2018).
There is, however, one way in which climate change is undoubtedly increasing
PM concentrations. Climate change has caused and will continue to cause more
frequent and severe wildfires, especially in the western part of the United States
(USGCRP, 2018). The gases from these wildfires contribute to ozone creation and
are themselves a significant source of PM (USGCRP, 2018). The image below
helps show this. It portrays the number of smoke wave days per year, when the
concentration of PM2.5 is at least 20 micrograms per cubic meter for at least two
or more consecutive days (Climate Central, 2018).

(Climate Central, 2018)
Figure #,
(4) Data Gaps- Not many sources on historical air quality conditions in Cobre
Valley/Gila Countythe region, difficult to find good information. Difficulty
tracking down graphs indicating ozone formation as a function of temperature
changes over time for most geographic regions or within the past 10 years. Also
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difficult to find recent historical data about wildfires (for example, 2020 summer
wildfires in AZ and especially Gila County) such as measurements of PM
concentrations during and after fires.
2.

Temperature
(1) Definition/explanation - Temperature is a physical measure that describes hot and
cold. Temperature is measured with a thermometer
(2) Regular/historical status - The Watershed - located at approximately 3500 ft - is
located in a semi-arid part of Arizona. Historically, it has experienced hot
summers and moderate or warm winters (WRRC, 2018). Average low
temperatures have been between 43-46°F and average high temperatures have
ranged from 81-83°F. Like the rest of the state, the Watershed experiences a
bimodal precipitation pattern, with summer and winter peaks (WRRC, 2018).
64% of precipitation comes in the winter months. On average, the Watershed
receives between 13-19.5 in/yr (WRRC, 2018). The combination of these factors
make the Watershed both cooler and wetter than other parts of southern Arizona,
particularly Tucson and Phoenix.
(3) Climate impacts - Average temperatures in the Watershed have been climbing
over the past 100 years (WRRC, 2018). As of 2020, Arizona was the fourthfastest warming state in the country, based on warming rates since 1970 (States at
Risk, 2020). The two graphs below show this rise in temperatures, with the first
graph illustrating the change over 100 years and the second graph zooming in to
display the change within the past 50 years.
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Figure #, Arizona Annual Average Temperatures and Total Precipitation
(WRRC, 2018)

Figure #, Change in AZ Average Temperature, 1970-2015
(States at Risk, 2020)
The change in average temperature is leading to a shift in the Watershed’s climate which
impacts precipitation amounts; rate of evaporation; frequency and severity of wildfires;
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intensity and duration of droughts; and number and strength of floods (WRRC, 2018b).
Additionally, the higher temperatures climate change brings are causing heat-associated
illness and deaths in Arizona (USGCRP, 2018).
(4) Data Gaps - Very little precise information about temperature changes in Gila
County, no graphs. CLIMAS has information-rich maps of temperature change in
Arizona but only short-term, not long-term (in terms of records and outlooks).
3. Water Cycling & Clean Water
i) Infiltration and recharge
(1) Definition/explanation (a) Infiltration refers to the process of precipitation permeating the earth and
thereby recharging ground water (U.S. Geological Survey, 2020). This
process is a part of the water cycle, as the figure below shows. Water can
infiltrate the ground both vertically and horizontally, depending on the
makeup of rock and soil in a given region. Water that infiltrates the ground
vertically replenishes groundwater stores, which humans and other living
beings rely upon for survival. These groundwater stores form the aquifers that
wells are drilled into (USGS, 2020).
(b) A number of factors interact to determine the rate and amount of infiltration
and recharge. The most influential factor is the kind, intensity, and duration of
precipitation (USGS, 2020). Other factors include the kind of soil in an area
(which determines how absorbent it is), how saturated the soil already is, what
kind of land cover exists (vegetation versus paved surfaces versus agricultural
land), the base flow of washes and streams (what kind of flow they sustain
during dry periods), rates of evapotranspiration (water evaporating from the
land’s surface and water plants uptake and release), and the slope in an area
(USGS, 2020).
(2) Regular/historical status (a) Historically, the Cobre Valley Watershed has received anywhere from about
13-19.5 inches of rain per year (WRRC, 2018b). The Watershed’s
groundwater is recharged via infiltration through streams and along its
mountain fronts and areas of highest elevation (WRRC, 2018a). Water
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flowing off of the Pinal, White, Sierra Ancha, and Superstition Mountains, as
well as the Mogollon Rim and Natanes Plateau infiltrates the Watershed and
helps to recharge its aquifers. Additionally, effluent is used to recharge the
Watershed’s aquifers.
(3) Climate impacts (a) Climate change is impacting the water cycle and water levels in the Watershed
through its effect on precipitation amounts and timings; temperature;
evaporation rates; and area and amount of spring runoff (WRRC, 2017).
Together, these factors help determine the rates of infiltration and recharge in
the Watershed. Overall, we are seeing more intense and longer droughts and
less frequent but more severe precipitation events, which lead to more extreme
floods (WRRC, 2017).
(b) Climate change is contributing to drought throughout the southwestern United
States (USGCRP, 2018). Higher temperatures are leading to lower runoff and
streamflow throughout Arizona (USGCRP, 2018).***Additionally, If one
looks back at Figure # (AZ Average Annual Temperatures and Total
Precipitation) one sees significantly less annual rainfall from about 1995
onwards (WRRC, 2018). This is mainly due to natural variations in climate
patterns, but higher temperatures due to climate change have magnified this
drought (USGCRP, 2018). As the figure below illustrates, Gila County is
currently experiencing exceptional drought.
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Figure #,
(National Drought Mitigation Center, 2020)
-->(can update with latest map prior to releasing)
The National Drought Mitigation Center defines extreme drought by these
criteria: “Fire restrictions increase; large fires occur year-round; vegetation greenup is poor; native plants are dying; lakes, ponds, and streams are dry” (2020).

While extended periods of drought are a natural and unavoidable component of
climate cycles in Arizona, increased temperatures can exacerbate droughts and
place additional strain on a region’s water resources. The more severe a drought,
the greater the water demands become. Ideal conditions for devastating fires
arise from drought conditions as vegetation dies and provides ample combustible
material. Prolonged periods of hot, dry weather coupled with a reduced water
supply not only creates the right conditions for widespread fires, but also makes
combating a fire once it has begun exceedingly difficult. The impact of these fires
on the ecology and economy of the region can be substantial.
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(4) Data Gaps - Very difficult to track down graphs of total annual precipitation
changes over time in AZ, let alone for Gila Country. Rural data in general seems
to be lacking (much easier to find for Phoenix/Tucson). Also, more data around
monsoon/summer as opposed to total annual precipitation.
4. Surface Water
(1) Runoff/Floods/Debris Flows - Surface water refers to any water above the surface
of the Earth. This is water readily visible to us, such as lakes, streams, oceans,
glaciers, snowpack, and the like. Surface water also refers to runoff, flooding, and
debris flow *** see if this needs to be cited. Runoff, flooding, and debris flow are
all normal parts of a healthy and functioning ecosystem. However, if an
ecosystem is out of balance as a result of factors such as land use or climate
change, an ecosystem may not be able to provide the level of flood control it
usually would, thereby leading to an excessive amount of runoff and debris flow
(WRRC, 2020).
(a) Definition/explanation of runoff, flooding, and debris flows
(i) Runoff is water that does not seep into the ground and recharge aquifers.
This water can be from irrigation, snow melt, or precipitation and instead
of seeping into the ground flows downhill into rivers, streams, sewers, and
drains (USGS, n.d.). Runoff is affected by both meteorological conditions,
such as type, intensity, amount, and duration of precipitation; and by
physical characteristics, such as vegetation makeup, soil makeup, drainage
area, elevation, slope, topography, and land use (USGS, n.d.).
(ii) Flooding results from more water than a wash can hold or that can
infiltrate the ground. In watersheds that include urban areas, such as Cobre
Valley, the rate and amount of runoff increases because impervious
surfaces like streets and parking lots prevent infiltration into the ground.
Thus, water runs off of these surfaces and usually enters washes or
streams in larger amounts and at a faster rate than in non-urbanized
watersheds (USGS, n.d.).
(iii)Debris flow refers to the kind of runoff seen after wildfires (National
Integrated Drought Information System, 2020). Wildfires can dramatically
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alter a landscape by reducing canopy cover, eliminating vegetation whose
roots help hold together soil and help resist runoff, and changing the soil
itself (NIDIS, 2020). This makes an area more susceptible to runoff,
especially in the form of fast and sudden flash flooding and debris flow.
Debris flow is characterized by “sediment-rich slurries” containing not
only soil but also logs and boulders (NIDIS, 2020). Debris flow is
dangerous to everything within its path, be it human communities or
natural ecosystems. The figure below provides a conceptual understanding
of likelihood of debris flow depending on the percent burned in a fire, the
amount of time having passed since the fire, and the amount of vegetation
cover.

Figure # (NIDIS, 2020)
(b) Regular/historical status -In addition to the impacts of urban surfaces, the
specific geography and natural history of the Watershed also predisposes it to
flooding. In Cobre Valley, flooding is a recurring risk, in addition to drought
and wildfire. This issue is two-fold: periods of high precipitation and reduced
land cover following extensive fires. Pinal Creek flows through Globe, and
drains [number] areas. This poses a risk for flooding damage to properties
during high precipitation events. There is a history of flooding resulting in
property damage in the Watershed. Pinal Creek flows through both Globe and
Miami and there have been significant flooding events in 1921, 1941, 1951,
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1954, 1978, 1993, and 2009 as recounted by Cobre Valley residents (WRRC,
2017). These floods usually result in at least basement flooding and rarely in
floods the height of ceilings and roofs (WRRC, 2017).
(c) Climate impacts (i) Drought – Arizona’s State Wildlife Action Plan p. 90-91 for precipitation
models and graphics (https://climatechange.lta.org/wpcontent/uploads/cct/2019/03/20122022_Arizona_State_Wildlife_Action_Plan.pdf)
(ii) Compounding the flooding risk are the effects of a warming climate.
Based on the work of Ffolliott et al., (2011), it is known that peak storm
flows following fires can increase by as much as 2,2,30 times that of prefire flows. This is due to the loss of vegetation during the fire and/or
drought conditions. Storm water control, fire, and drought mitigation
methods require careful and inclusive planning to better address the
recurring risks and the compounded challenge of…. and to dovetail more
efficiently to reduce the severity and frequency of events that result in
property and environmental damage and/or loss.
(iii)More intense rain events are also leading to increased flooding. This is
particularly true for monsoons (Magill, 2017). A 2017 study found
monsoons have brought increasingly heavy rainfall across Arizona,
despite the fact daily average rainfall is declining (Magill). Though total
monsoon activity is decreasing, the monsoons that do come last longer and
are stronger because of climate change, which can lead to flooding and
soil erosion. This change in hydrology places strain on humans, farmlands,
wildlife, and ecosystems as a whole (Magill, 2017).
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Figure 2. Flooding Frequency, WRRC 2020
(d) Data Gaps - Difficult to find comprehensive list of fires in Gila County or in
the Cobre Valley Watershed.
(2) Roosevelt Lake
(a) Definition/explanation
(b) Regular/historical status
(c) Climate impacts
(d) Data Gaps
ii) Aquifers (Alluvial Aquifer, Gila Conglomerate)
(1) Definition/explanation – An aquifer is an underground body of rock or sediment
that contains groundwater (National Geographic, 2019). Aquifers are important
storehouses of water for humans - most of the groundwater humans use for
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industry, agriculture, and households comes from aquifers (National Geographic,
2019). Most water in aquifers is accessed by drilling a hole to create a well. If
water does not recharge the aquifer at the same or faster rate as it is pumped out,
water levels in an aquifer will drop and a well - or an entire aquifer - may become
unusable (National Geographic, 2019). Water in an aquifer can also become
unusable as a result of contaminants seeping into the ground. These contaminants
could come from pesticides, herbicides, landfills, mines, or septic tanks (National
Geographic, 2019).
(2) Regular/historical status (a) Two primary aquifers reside beneath Cobre Valley: a surficial alluvial aquifer
with a maximum depth of approximately 400 feet below land surface, and the
Gila Conglomerate aquifer which is a Pleistocene pebble and boulder
conglomerate comprised chiefly schist or granite and lesser dacite, diabase,
and quartz, derived from adjacent mountains. The Gila Conglomerate aquifer
has a minimum depth of approximately 400 feet to a maximum depth of 4,000
feet and is the primary source for water that meets state and federal drinking
water standards.
(b) The majority of water in the Cobre Valley Watershed comes from two
aquifers, depicted in the diagram below. The Gila Conglomerate provides
most of the water for agricultural, municipal, and industrial use, with surface
water and reclaimed water only providing a small fraction of the water used
(WRRC, 2018). Looking to reclaimed water in particular may be both
necessary and helpful as water demands increase (WRRC, 2018).
Groundwater levels in the region are declining – from 2015 to 2016 the
second largest drop in water levels in Arizona occurred in the Salt River
Lakes Sub-basin, within which the Cobre Valley Watershed is located (WRRC,
2018). Wells are the primary source of water.
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https://www.silverbelt.com/article/water-challenges-in-the-localareas#:~:text=A%20few%20of%20the%20challenges,aquifer%20is%20unsafe%20for%20consu
mption.
(3) Climate impacts - Climate change will put a strain on the aquifers in the
Watershed. The western region of the United States has been in a megadrought
since 2000. The megadrought is among the worst droughts in the last 1,200 years
and is amplified by climate change (James, 2020). The combination of higher
temperatures, less snowpack, and this intense droughts is impacting water supply
across Arizona (Chuang et al., 2015). Climate change is also leading to decreased
precipitation in the southwestern United States, meaning fewer opportunities for
aquifers to be recharged via rain or snowfall (Chuang et al., 2015). This is putting
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strain on aquifers and groundwater supplies, which are already being overpumped (James, 2020). Water will evapotranspirate faster because of climate
change, which will lead to a higher demand for water, particularly for ranching
and some industrial purposes (USGCRP, 2018). This can create a vicious cycle,
with more groundwater being pumped as temperatures increase and increasing
temperatures creating less aquifer recharge. Continued pumping will lead to lower
water levels in the aquifer which will in turn necessitate more costly well-drilling
and pumping infrastructure (USGCRP, 2018).
(4) Data Gaps
(a) Level of aquifers
(b) Specific impacts of climate change on CVW aquifers
iii) WQARF Site
(1) Definition/explanation – A Water Quality Assurance Revolving Fund (WQARF)
site is a high priority area identified by the Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality for assessing and resolving contamination (WRRC, 2020). A WQARF
status indicates a threat to soil and groundwater for human and non-human
residents of an area.
(2) Regular/historical status - Pinal Creek was designated a WQARF Site due to
persistent contamination of heavy metals, dissolved solids (mostly inorganic
salts), radionuclides, and acid from decades of mining activity (WRRC, 2017).
The contaminants have been found in both soil and groundwater. Out of a
maximum score of 120, the site has a score of 97. This score takes into account
the kind and location of the contamination as well as the number of people who
may be impacted by the contamination (WRRC, 2020).
(a) The Globe-Miami WQARF Site covers 37 square miles. This area includes
Globe, Miami, and surrounding communities; both the BHP and FreeportMcMoRan mines; all drainages and aquifers of Pinal creek, Russell Gulch,
Bloody Tanks Wash, and Miami Wash; the floodplain of Pinal Creek in its
entirety; and contaminated groundwater throughout the region (WRRC, 2020).
(b) Some form of mining has been practiced in the Cobre Valley Watershed since
1878 (ADEQ, 2020). Groundwater contamination was first documented in the
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1930s but may have been occurring earlier still. In 1986, the EPA found a
mining company to be in violation of the Clean Water Act. ADEQ
investigations put the Watershed on the WQARF Priority List (ADEQ, 2020).
Mining companies have removed over 15,000 metric tons of heavy metals and
over 5.8 billion gallons of contaminated groundwater from the Site as well as
implemented source controls to help prevent additional contaminants from
entering the ground (ADEQ, 2020).
(c) The unique hydrogeology of the Pinal Creek Site has helped ensure there is
still groundwater safe for use and consumption. The lower Gila Conglomerate
aquifer is not as permeable as the alluvial aquifer above it, making it harder
for contaminants to seep into its water (ADEQ, 2020). Additionally, the Gila
Conglomerate aquifer contains calcium carbonate which can neutralize acidic
water. As a result, most contamination has been contained to the surficial
aquifer (ADEQ, 2020).
(d) The Watershed continues to have chromium, beryllium, iron, copper,
manganese, aluminum, cobalt, nickel, cadmium, and zinc levels that exceed
health standards (ADEQ, 2020).
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Figure #, (ADEQ, 2020)

(3) Climate impacts
(a) Extreme weather resulting from climate change has begun to impact
Superfund sites across the United States. The Pinal Creek WQARF site – also
a Superfund site – is projected to be at risk for wildfires and flooding as a
result of climate change (U.S. GAO, 2019). A flood could spread
contaminated water into uncontaminated water as well as into grazing lands
and into towns and cities in the region, much like has happened in other parts
of the country when a flood has hit a Superfund site (McKenna, 2019).
Wildfires also pose a risk for the Pinal Creek Site. In 2018 a California
wildfire not only almost destroyed the Iron Mountain Mine’s water treatment
site but it also entered a pipe leading into the mine. Had the fire not been
extinguished, it could have caused an explosion in the mine (McKenna, 2019).
(b) https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201912/documents/cr_groundwater_systems_fact_sheet_2019_update.pdf
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(4) Data Gaps
iv) Water Levels (In Pinal Creek Watershed, Cutter Basin)
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status (a)
P 18 ON OF WATER HANDBOOK
(b) https://www.globemiamitimes.com/journey-of-water/
(c) https://www.silverbelt.com/article/water-challenges-in-the-localareas#:~:text=A%20few%20of%20the%20challenges,aquifer%20is%20unsaf
e%20for%20consumption.
(d) https://new.azwater.gov/aaws/maps-resources
(e) https://gisweb2.azwater.gov/gwsi
(f) https://www.usgs.gov/centers/az-water
(g) Pinal Creek, USGS gage, etc…Surface water in the region is minimal. Aside
from Pinal Creek, most other surface creeks and washes only flow
perennially, with precipitation events (WRRC, 2020). ***which ones are
impaired and why***
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
5. Soil & Biomass
i) Soils (Texture, dominant chemistry, soil organic content)
(1) Definition/explanation
(a) Soil is a living ecosystem made up of organisms, minerals, water, gas, and
organic content (Needelman, 2013). It is classified according to its texture,
which is determined by the percent of minerals it holds within three different
class sizes – sand (2.00 - .05mm), silt (.05 - .002mm), and clay (less than .002
mm).
(b) Living and decomposing animals, plants, and microbes make up the organic
matter – or biomass - found in soil. The amount of biomass in a given body of
soil is a key determinant of the soil’s health, which is in turn used to assess its
agricultural quality (Needelman, 2013). Soil’s health also determines how
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well it can support the ecosystem at large and provide for other living beings.
For example, healthy soil retains moisture that can be used in drier periods,
filter contaminants, provide habitat for a large range of organisms, and hold
nutrients that support plant growth (USDA, n.d.). Soil plays a role in almost
every ecosystem service and healthy soil is vital for life on earth. The
following figure offers examples.

Figure #, (Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, 2015).
(c) Bodies of soil are hosts to a number of chemical processes (Soil Science
Society of America, n.d.). One of these is ion exchange, or the movement of
positively charged ions, such as sodium, magnesium, and calcium and
negatively charged ions, like nitrates and chlorides. In the Cobre Valley
Watershed, as in the rest of the United States, cation exchange is more
common (Soil Science Society of America, n.d.). Cation ion exchange allows
for nutrients to attach to a soil particle. Low cation exchange capacity is
usually an indicator of lower soil fertility because of the soil’s inability to
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absorb nutrients. It is also usually an indicator of lower amounts of clay
because clays assist with cation exchange (Soil Science Society of America,
n.d.). Another chemical process that occurs in soils is sorption, when the soil
takes up another substance. Soils with high sorption are able to hold higher
amounts of contaminants (Soil Science Society of America, n.d.). Lastly, soil
pH, though not a chemical process, is a chemical measure of how alkaline or
acidic a soil is. Most plants need soils with pH between 5.5-7.5, which allows
soils to hold enough nutrients, microbes, and biomass for plants to thrive
(USDA, 2014).
(d)
(e)
(2) Regular/historical status

Figure #, (Uhlman et al., 2008)
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(a) https://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/ (has info for Tonto national forest
and San carlos surveys – unclear if those apply?)
(3) Climate impacts
(a) Climate change is impacting soils around the world. Currently, soil is a carbon
sink, meaning it stores carbon. Soils are the second largest carbon sink, after
oceans (European Environment Agency, 2020). However, as a result of
climbing temperatures and intense droughts, soil moisture is decreasing. Not
only can this decrease in moisture ultimately lead to land degradation and
desertification of an area, it might also reverse soil’s role from a carbon sink
to a carbon source (Dunne, 2019). Soils work as a carbon sink in partnership
with plants – as plants photosynthesize, they draw carbon out of the
atmosphere and store it. When a plant dies and it decomposes, the soil holds
partially decomposed plant matter that still contains carbon. This plant matter
constitutes some of the biomass mentioned in Soil section (2). In order to
photosynthesize, plants need to be in soils with a certain amount of moisture
(Dunne, 2019). Additionally, soil must have a certain level of moisture in
order to retain the partially decomposed organic plant matter. The loss of soil
moisture is a threat to plants’ ability to photosynthesize and soils’ ability to
retain stores of carbon in biomass (Dunne, 2019). Scientists are estimating if
emissions continue at current levels, the soil will continue to be a carbon sink
until 2060 at the latest, at which point it will have reached its peak carbon
absorption. After this, soil would no longer be able to store extra carbon and
would release it into the atmosphere, most likely leading to spikes in
atmospheric CO2 which would cause even more drastic increases in global
warming (Dunne, 2019).
(b) As soils warm and lose their moisture and their ability to retain large amounts
of organic matter, their quality degrades. This loss of quality impacts soils’
ability to regenerate. A United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Report found that soils are being lost at 10 to 100 times the rate at
which they are forming (Hobson, 2019). The loss of soil and its inability to
regenerate makes it much harder for healthy plants to grow, which in turn
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means plants are not able to draw carbon out of the atmosphere (Hobson,
2019). This could result in sols reaching their maximum capacity as a carbon
sink earlier than 2060.
(i) Over two thirds of the Cobre Valley Watershed is forest land. Forests are
integral to maintaining soil health and to sequestering carbon from the
atmosphere. Currently, forests capture about 16% of US emissions
annually (Norman & Kreye, 2020). This carbon is stored in the trees
themselves as well as in tree biomass in the soil. The forests in the
Watershed and their soils are helping provide a number of invaluable
ecosystem services in addition to sequestering carbon, such as providing
habitats for organisms, regulating floods, and cycling nutrients (Food and
Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, 2015). Changes in soil
moisture and quality as a result of climate change will directly impact the
soil’s ability to provide these and many other ecosystem services.
(4) Data Gaps – No soil survey for Gila County / Salt River Watershed
(https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/surveylist/soils/survey/state/?stateId=
AZ)
ii)

Erosion
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps

6. Forest
i) Forest Biotic Ecosystem
71% of Cobre Valley Watershed land belongs to USFS - Tonto National Forest (WRRC, 2020).
Three different forest biotic communities – Petran Montane Conifer Forest (6.4% v 7.5% in AZ),
Great Basin Conifer Woodland (1% v 11% in AZ), and Madrean Evergreen Woodland (3.2% v
13.5%) (WRRC, 2020). The figure below delineates the biotic communities of the Cobre Valley
Watershed, including the three kinds of forests.
(1) Definition/explanation (forest types)
(2) Regular/historical status (past land management practices)
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(3) Climate impacts
(a) Forest fires and carbon sequestration https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-02450-6
(4) Data Gaps
7. Habitat
i) Rim Country habitat for animals? (elk habitat, mule deer, coatis, etc…)
(1) Definition/explanation

(WRRC, 2020)
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(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts (a)

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/361/6405/920

(b)

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.azcentral.com/amp/1148294002

(c)

https://www.azsustainabilityalliance.com/biodiversity-loss-in-arizona-what-we-can-do-about-it/

(d)

https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2014/1141/pdf/ofr2014-1141_front.pdf

(e)

https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs/rmrs_gtr302.pdf

(4) Data Gaps
8. Pollination
i) General pollination
(1) Definition/explanation - Pollination refers to the transfer of pollen from the anther
to the stigma of a flower (U.S. Forest Service, 2020a). Pollination makes seeds,
which allows plants to create offspring. Pollination can occur via wind water, or
animals (U.S. Forest Service, 2020a). Animals who pollinate plants are often
referred to as pollinators. Pollinators include bees, bats, flies, beetles, moths,
butterflies, and birds (Pollinator Partnership, 2020). The image below depicts one
way pollination can occur: FIND AND INSERT DIAGRAM
(2) Regular/historical status
(a) The Cobre Valley Watershed is situated in Ecoregion 313, according to the
Bailey’s Ecoregions of the United States classification system, developed by
U.S. Forest Service (Pollinator Partnership, 2020). This ecoregion can be seen
in the map below and crosses four state boundaries, illustrating how
pollinators are drawn to areas according to their geographical characteristics,
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which in turn determine the kinds of flowering plants a region has.

Figure #, (Pollinator Partnership, 2020).
Ecoregion 313 is dubbed the Colorado Plateau Semidesert Province and is
distinguished by features carved by rivers, such as canyons, buttes, plains,
cliffs, badlands, and mesas (Pollinator Partnership, 2020). The entire Province
covers about 75,000 miles ranging in elevation from 500 to 7,000 feet and
characterized by hot summers with cool nights and cold winters. A range of
vegetation thrives in these conditions, thereby creating habitats for a large
range of pollinators (Pollinator Partnership, 2020) Lower elevations are
home to grasslands, shrubs, cacti, and cottonwood; mid-level elevations are
composed of pinyon and juniper woodlands; mountain elevations are
characterized by aspens, firs, and pines; and subalpine elevations are marked
by Englemann spruce, bristlecone pine and fir trees (Pollinator Partnership,
2020).
(b) The Watershed encompasses an area of lower, mid-, and mountain elevations.
Like many other parts of the Province, natural habitats in the Watershed have
been deeply impacted by development, grazing, and mining (Pollinator
Partnership, 2020).
(3) Climate Impacts
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(a)
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-50059-6
(b) negative human impacts
(i) habitat loss
(ii) agricultural / grazing
(iii)pesticides
(iv) introduced diseases and pathogens
(c) positive human impacts
(i) Miami Pollinator Garden
1. https://www.globemiamitimes.com/freeport-mcmoran-enhancespollinator-habitats-while-providing-educational-opportunities/
(ii) can monitor pollinator gardens for insight into pollinator populations in
the area
(iii)Bigger picture things to do 1. rainwater harvesting to hedge against drought
2. take out invasive plants
(4) Data gaps - Little information about CVW specifically, lots of cobbling together
AZ information
ii) Bees
(1) Definition/explanation
(a) watch:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XBgCZ4HdXBM&list=PLfm_TJZ97vVKbrM_1CYi3lbiu5yd9v3i&index=25
(i) Freeport McMoran maintains pollinator plants so can maintain social
license to operate
1. (license includes transparency, social responsibility, partnerships, etc)
2. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S030142071300114
1#:~:text=A%20social%20licence%20to%20operate%20refers%20to
%20the%20ongoing%20acceptance,Thomson%20and%20Boutilier%2
C%202011
(b) Honeybees, native bees, ett
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(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(a) Honeybee colony collapse
(b) Native bee risks - https://wildlife.org/climate-change-threats-arizonas-masonbees/
(4) Data Gaps
iii) Bats
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
iv) Birds
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
v) Other pollinators
(1) Definition/explanation - flies, wasps, beetles, moths, ants, butterflies
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
9. Economy & Housing
i) Mines
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
ii) Ranching
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
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(4) Data Gaps
iii) Tourism
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
iv) Housing shortage
How to describe in a watershed way? Or incorporate into discussion of cess pools?
***look at Planning report!! (p.19-21) healthier people.

Check out https://www.pinnacleprevention.org/
(1) Definition/explanation - Current housing conditions and options for housing
development are important for an area’s existing economic vitality as well as its
opportunities for economic growth. Where people live determines – by and large
– where they spend the majority of their money. The diagram below illustrates the
average spending of an American household in 2017. The bulk of the money –
33.1% of spending - goes towards housing (Howmuch.net, 2019). Entertainment,
food, and alcoholic beverages, all of which are often spent close to home, together
make up over 21% of spending. People who work in the CVW but do not live
there are spending almost 50% of their incomes elsewhere, simply by virtue of
where their home is (Howmuch.net, 2019).
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Figure #, How Americans Spend Their Money
(Howmuch.net, 2019)
Industries and businesses frequently look at housing markets and availability
prior to locating offices to determine if the local economy can support more
workers. If housing markets can meet these demands, these businesses can more
confidently put down roots in communities. The communities then derive the
benefits of a more stable workforce as well as a broader, and diversified tax base.
One of the most important aspects of providing housing in this region is water
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supply availability for growth and emergencies. Water providers are required by
the ACC to deliver water….
Houses as the foundation to community, etc etc. The surrounding biomes provide
shelter for not just animals, but for humans as well. Trees provide shade, the earth
provides the foundation for houses, and geographical features help determine
weather patterns and air flow. Additionally, the material for houses comes from
either the surrounding ecosystem or ecosystems elsewhere – wood, stone,
concrete etc etc
(2) Regular/historical status - Current housing conditions present a challenge for the
Cobre Valley. Revitalization and growth within the housing market are difficult as
many homes are dilapidated and the topography makes new construction difficult
(Aceves et al., 2019). Much of the run down conditions in the area are a result of
the mining industry’s boom and bust cycle in the Cobre Valley. These vacant
homes lead to lower neighborhood valuation because of their appearance, the
crime they may bring to the neighborhood, and the safety hazards they present
(Aceves et al., 2019). Additionally, because so many homes are uninhabitable,
people can sell or rent the habitable inflated prices (Aceves et al., 2019).
Furthermore, most homes are older, with 90.2% of the houses having been built
prior to 2000 (Aceves et al., 2019). Degraded water levels play a role here as well.
There is not enough available water for homes or for emergency situations,
according to conversations with county officials who wish to remain anonymous
(2020). This contributes to the lowered home values in the regions. The following
graph provides a snapshot of home values in the region compared to in Arizona as
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a whole.

Figure #, Home Values in the Cobre Valley
(Aceves et al., 2019)

Rental occupancy rates also highlight housing challenges in the Cobre Valley.
The low numbers of available houses for sale and rent mean people who work in
Cobre Valley often live outside of the area. This is especially true for higher-paid
professionals (Aceves et al., 2019). Not only do these professionals not pay rent
or mortgages in the Cobre Valley, they also do not pay property tax or sales taxes
for their homes and they do not frequent local businesses as much as they would
if they lived in Globe, Miami, or Claypool (Aceves et al., 2019). The Cobre
Valley loses a significant amount of money due to the lack of habitable,
affordable properties. The graph below illustrates rental occupancy rates in the
region versus in the whole of Arizona.
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Figure #, Rental Occupancy Rates in the Cobre Valley
(Aceves et al., 2019)
***write section about investing in watershed to invest in housing and economy
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
v) Septic Systems & Cess Pools – ask V about tricity sanitation system. seems there is
contention about whether this is necessary from local residents
(1) Definition/explanation – Septic systems are… Cesspools are… They are
important because…
(2) Regular/historical status - Septic systems in the CVW can be a source of
contamination. Both malfunctioning septic systems and cesspools have led to
exposure to human and household waste (WRRC, 2019). About half of the homes
in Globe, Miami, and Claypool dispose of sewage via cesspools, despite the
practice being prohibited in 1976 by the ADEQ (WRRC, 2018). Though
standards for new septic system are much stricter as of 2002, it is difficult for
many homeowners to upgrade their systems due to property characteristics such
as terrain and lot size (WRRC, 2018).
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Figure #, Map of Leaking Underground Storage Tanks
(WRRC, 2018)
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
10. Recreation
i) Trails (hike, bike, equestrian, OHV)
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
ii) Aquatic center
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
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(4) Data Gaps
iii) Theodore Roosevelt Lake
(1) Definition/explanation – Roosevelt Lake is the largest body of water in the Salt
River Watershed (of which the Cobre Valley is a sub-watershed). It is a major
recreation destination as well as a supplier of power and water (cite***).
(2) Regular/Historic Status: Roosevelt Lake was formed in 1911 when Theodore
Roosevelt Dam was constructed on the Salt River. The Dam was constructed with
the goal of creating hydroelectric power and irrigating farmland (Wulff, 2016).
The Dam continues to fulfill these goals today, while also helping to funnel water
to the greater Phoenix Metropolitan region via the Salt River Project (SRP, 2020).
The complex as a whole is instrumental in delivering the water and power used by
people in Phoenix and its surroundings.
Roosevelt Lake itself sits at the lowest point in the larger Salt River Watershed, at
about 2,200 feet (WRRC, 2020). The Cobre Valley Watershed is connected to the
Roosevelt Lake as its water ultimately ends up in theLake. Pinal Creek flows into
the Salt River, which flows into Roosevelt Lake. (WRRC, 2020). At maximum
capacity, the lake can store XXXXX acre-feet of water, however storage varies
year to year depending on precipitation, snowmelt, runoff, and and evaporation
levels, (Roosevelt Lake Arizona, 2014). SRP relies on snowmelt and runoff in
order to meet both water supply and electricity demands in their service areas.
The Lake is a major destination for all forms of water-based recreation, including
boating, angling, jet-skiing, and lakeside camping (Roosevelt Lake Arizona,
2014). This recreation is important for Arizona’s statewide economy as well as
individual counties’ economies – a 2018 Audubon report estimated that waterbased recreation was responsible for $13.5 billion in economic output, $7.1 billion
of Arizona’s GDP, and 114,000 jobs for the state that year. For Gila County,
water-based recreation was responsible for $387 million in economic output, $130
million in wages, and 3,400 jobs (WRRC, 2020). A healthy watershed with bodies
of water that offer recreation opportunities can help bring revenue and job
prospects to its surrounding communities.
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Additionally, the Lake is home to a host of wildlife, such as bald eagles, osprey,
cardinals, cactus wren, hummingbirds, grebes, Canada geese, javelina, mule deer,
white tailed deer, coyote, mountain lions, and bobcats (United States Department
of Agriculture: Forest Service, 2020b).
(3) Climate impacts –
(a) https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/arizonaenvironment/2020/06/07/phoenix-srp-reservoirs-resilient-climatechange/3136369001/
(b) https://media.srpnet.com/srp-water-operations-resilient-expected-to-be-lessimpacted-by-climate-change/
(c) https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201609/documents/climate-change-az.pdf (***maybe good for other sections too)
(d) https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/pilots/docs/reports/Final_Reservoir_Operati
ons_Pilot_Report-Salt_and_Verde_Az.pdf (look at p ES-5 and p.124)
(4) Data Gaps

iv) Pocket Parks (City of Globe)
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4)
(5) Data Gaps
v) Parks
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(a) https://www.globemiamitimes.com/chasing-our-tailings/
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
vi) Hunting
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
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(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
vii) Access to other recreation nearby (White Mountains, Rim Country)
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
11. Education & Outreach
i) Educational & Outreach Opportunities
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
12. Spiritual/Renewal
i) Connection (family ties; cemetery, San Carlos Apache Tribe, Vic & Charles, LDS
church)
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
ii) Love of Place (efforts by community members working on fostering love of place and
pride and getting people more energized and connected in the community)
(1) Definition/explanation
(2) Regular/historical status
(3) Climate impacts
(4) Data Gaps
(5)
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Project Ideas and Short Descriptions
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Project
Pinal Creek Trail
Miner's Steps
Timber Management
Club at Community College
Class at Community College
Empty Lots for Stormwater
Xeriscaping Workshops
Water Festival Participation
Old Dominion Mine Well
Public Speakers
Target Shooting
USFS New Trail
County Municipal Sludge
Bike Pathway through downtowns
Tree Planting & Urban Forestry
Signage for existing bikeways
Rainwater Harvesting Demo Sites
Repair existing pathways/ add Green Infrastructure
Data Collection
Gila County Rural Well Owner Network
Riparian Corridor Restoration
Recycled Water Flows
Watershed Field Trips
Citizen Science/MultiPoint Data Collectors
Bus Stop Rainwater Harvesting
USFS Mountain Bike Trail with IMBA match funding
USFS on-site wastewater system inspections and rehab
Round Mountain Park and Master recreation plan
Pipeline Trail rehabilitation
Closing illegal OHV routes and rehabilitating the forest
Upper riparian corridor restoration
CVWP Internship program
GCC xeriscaping demo site
Forest Thinning
Community Lake and walking trails
Water supply augmentation project development

Short Description
Siting, planning, surveying, and constructing a demonstration trail, approximately 0.5-1 mile in length along Pinal Creek.
Revamping a section of a small urban wash in Globe to hold some water temporarily for recreation.
Utilizing logging where appropriate to reduce fuel load for wildfires.
Working with instructors and students to form a club dedicated to watershed interests.
Customizing a preexisting class from Eastern Arizona College to Gila Community College.
Working with city and county officials to transform empty lots into stormwater management and opportunity spots for native plants and mini-park concepts.
Inviting experienced xeriscapers to teach about planting native landscapes. Partner with nurseries for local impact.
Educational outreach with students.
Working with BHP to build long-term water-resiliency.
Inviting technical and policy experts to inspire stakeholders and public.
Working with USFS to develop plan for new public range in order to reduce shooting in washes. Reduce trash and erosion in washes.
Connector trail closer to town. Implement stormwater catchment basins and growing more shade.
Working with water reclamation to optimize effluent use and quality.
Painting bike pathways through downtown.
Plant more trees wherever possible. Preferably with stormwater catchment for self-watering ability. Consider maintenance plan to go with.
Creating signage for cyclists through town and connecting to trails nearby.
Find accessible locations to install rainwater harvesting with educational signage.
Repair existing pathways and find ways to add water harvesting features and native plants.
Collecting local water data (GW levels, quality) and creating database.
Hosting well owner education workshops with basic water screening; model after TX A&M program. Partner with health department.
Remove trash from riparian corridor, remove invasive species.
Creating agreement to allow percentage of treated effluent into stream channel for environmental flows for local ecology.
Creating watershed field trips to educate citizens about watershed features and opportunities for new or continued action. Bring lunch.
Working with citizen scientists to collect and record data around the Cobre Valley. Compiling this data for future use.
Install mini rainwater harvesting projects on bus stops with educational signage and planters with native species.
Create a mountain bike trail and/or park plan with IMBA professionals. Include stormwater controls and educational signage.
Work with USFS to address septic systems that need repair .
Master recreation plan with recreation team. Create stromwater harvesting features and educational signage.
Work with USFS to rehabilitate trail in upper portions of the watershed. Help educate community about erosion controls and forest health.
Work with USFS to close illegal OHV routes and rehabilitate old routes to improve forest health.
Work with USFS to rehabilitate riparian corridors by removing overgrowth, closing illegal routes, and restoring native vegetation.
Create internship program to foster next generation of leadership in community.
Work with GCC staff to thin overgrown demonstration site and install passive rainwater harvesting with native landscaping. Educational signage, workshops.
Work with USFS to locate strategic thinning areas and collaborate among stakeholders to fund thinning.
Community lake north of country club with reclaimed water. Construct trails, ramadas, benches, exercise stations. Opportunity for edcucational outreach.
Work with decision-makers to diversify water supply portfolio, bolster fire-fighting capability, and improve water pressure in community.

Project Matrix
Project
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Feasibility
Technical

Political

Legal

Cost

Funding
Opportunity

Community
Support

Benefit to
Watershed

Timing

Pinal Creek Trail
Miner's Steps
Timber Management
Club at Community College
Class at Community College
Empty Lots for Stormwater
Xeriscaping Workshops
Water Festival Participation
Old Dominion Mine Well
Public Speakers
Target Shooting
USFS New Trail - Connector Trail
County Municipal Sludge
Bike Pathway through downtowns
Tree Planting & Urban Forestry
Signage for existing bikeways
Rainwater Harvesting Demo Sites
Repair existing pathways/ add Green Infrastructure
Data Collection
Gila County Rural Well Owner Network
Riparian Corridor Restoration
Recycled Water Flows
Watershed Field Trips
Citizen Science/MultiPoint Data Collectors
Bus Stop Rainwater Harvesting
USFS Mountain Bike Trail with IMBA match funding
USFS on-site wastewater system inspections and rehab
Round Mountain Park and Master recreation plan
Pipeline Trail rehabilitation
Closing illegal OHV routes and rehabilitating the forest
Upper riparian corridor restoration
CVWP Internship program
GCC xeriscaping demo site
Watershed leadership mentorship program
Community Lake and walking trails
Water supply augmentation project development

Score

Score
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
3

Not Feasible, High Cost, No Support, No Benefit, Long/Unknown Timing
Low Feasible, Moderately High Cost, Some support, Some benefit, longer timing
Moderate Feasible, Moderate cost, moderate support, moderate benefits, shorter timing
Feasible, Low cost, high support, many benefits, shorter timing

CVWP Goals
Relationship
3, 5, 6, 7
2, 4, 5, 6, 7
2, 3, 5, 6, 7
5, 6, 7
5, 6, 7
2, 4, 5, 6, 7
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
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CVWP Project Roadmap
Forest Thinning
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Project:

Forest Thinning

Description:

Forest thinning and vegetation management is a key component to keeping the watershed healthy and safe from the negative effects of wildfires. "Functional watersheds are
essential for healthy streams and clean water. Healthy forest watersheds absorb snow and rain, store and filter it in the soil, and yield clean water to streams and ground water.
Forests must be renewed and cared for over time to sustain good watershed function." (Case for Watershed Function , USFS). Thinning the forest by mastication (chewing up trees
and vegetation), prescribed burn (either broad burn or pile burn), or even hand-thinning can help prevent devastating wildfires, restore the balance of water and nutrients in the
soil, open the canopy for more rainfall to make it into streams, and maintain healthy watershed functions.

Estimated Cost

Mastication: $500/hr
Prescribed Burn: $100/acre
Hand Thinning: $100/acre

***Important to note this project can be scaled to meet funding.***
***There is no minimum or maximum funding or acreage to meet.***

Key Partners

Support Skill and/or Contributions Action Plan

Project Milestones to Completion

USFS - Adam Bromley

Site Selection, Project scaling,
Permits

-List of Sites with analysis
-Site visits
-Site rankings and selection
-Work plan and contract
-Timeline (Start date)
-Following timline
-Enjoy healthier forest

1. Meet/communciate with key partners
2. Create list of potential sites with map, list pros/cons, describe costs, describe
administrative steps to acquire site
3. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty
4. Create work plan and timeline with key partners and contractors (site acquisition,
survey, detailed plan)
5. Set timeline (start date, phases, end date)
6. Procure Funding
7. Follow Timeline

Potential Additional
Partners:

FMI

Potential Funding:

Must Have
Site selection
Funding
Work Plan

USDA

https://www.fs.usda.gov/working-with-us/grants

Business partners

Hunting groups

https://www.rmef.org/grant-programs/

Local Ranchers

Local Ranchers and/or Cattleman's Assoc.

https://www.azcattlegrowers.org/
https://www.azcattlegrowers.org/ranchers-near-you-gila

CVWP Goals:

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality
3. Set framework for private-public partnerships for long-term water supply resilience
5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration
6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact
7. Education of the public and decision-makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Notes

CVWP Project Roadmap
Pinal Creek Trail Demonstration Site
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Project:

Pinal Creek Trail Demonstration Site

Description:

Pinal Creek Trail Trail Demonstration Site will be the first step in putting over 20 years of research into a tangible form for the community. This project will bring key partners
together to take specific steps to select a site based on visits and feasibility ranking, create a timeline, act on the timeline, and get to enjoying the trail.

Estimated Cost

Key Partners

$140,000 (average trail segment
cost from 2012 Pinal Creek Trail
***Important to note this project can be tackled in segments to meet funding.***
Plan)
$1,500,000 total cost for ALL
Support Skill and/or Contributions Action Plan

BHP- Zach Larsen

Trail Locations

1. Meet/communciate with key partners

Ajax Engineering- Brandon
Parker

Surveying

USFS- Sheryl Cormack

Trail Locations

2. Create list of potential sites, list pros/cons, anylize access (parking, distance to trail
from parking, multi-user potential), research existing infrastructure, describe costs,
describe administrative steps to acquire site
3. Visit sites with key partners

UA Extension- Ben Downer

Writing

4. Rank and select sites based on feasibilty (access, cost, ease of administrative
procedures, and Key Partner consensus

City of Globe- Mayor
Gameros

Trail Locations, partners,
administrative decision-making

5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (site acquisition, survey, detailed
shovel-ready plan, ground-breaking, construction, sign-making/installation, inspection,
opening)

Gila County IDA

Funding

6. Procure Funding

Southwest Trail Solutions-

Trail design, trail building, public
workshops expertise

7. Follow Timeline to construct

Project Milestones to Completion
-List of Sites with analysis
-Site visits
-Site rankings
-Site selection (with consensus)
-Timeline
-Following timline
-Trail construction
-Trail opening
Must Have
Site commitment
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan
Construction Contracts/Commitments

8. Open!
Potential Additional
Partners:

FMI

Potential Funding:

United Fund

https://www.ufglobemiami.com/

Business partners

FMI Community Investment Fund

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community-investment-funds

Gila Community College

IMBA Grants

https://www.imba.com/trails-for-all/trail-accelerator-grants

Globe School District

AZ State Parks Recreation Grants

https://azstateparks.com/grants/

Miami School District
CVWP Goals:

3. Set framework for private-public partnerships for long-term water supply resilience
5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration
6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact
7. Education of the public and decision-makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Notes

CVWP Project Roadmap
Community Lake
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Project:

Community Lake and Walking Trails

Description:

A community lake with walking trails, ramadas, and benches would be a focal point and unifying asset for the community to better engage with their water resources, local
recreation, and one another. Communty wetlands and lakes are opportunities for education, thriving ecology, and recreation for residents and visitors alike.

Estimated Cost

$1,500 rendering
$1,500 survey
$300,000 land clearing and dirt
work
Support Skill and/or Contributions

Key Partners

$100,000 construction
***Important to note this project can be designed in phases to
$20,000 plants and
meet funding.***
landscaping
Action Plan

Project Milestones to Completion

FMI- Chad Cooper and Brycve Site location and WQARF
Mares
specificaitons
BHP- Daphne Place-Hoskie
Site location and sustainability
support

1. Create rendering of site

City of Phoenix- Phil Gordon Former City of Phoenix Mayor,
funding support

3. Procure Funding commitments

UA CAPLA

Conceptualization, rendering,
design

4. Discuss reclaimed water budget, contracts, use, etc… with local governements and
mines that use reclaimed water

-Site rendering
-Meet with key partners
-Procure funding
-Agreement for reclaimed water use
-Work plan and timeline (with phases and levels)
-Survey
-Begin construction
-Add water

Gila County IDA

Collaboration & coordination
among stakeholders

5. Create work plan and timeline with key partners (site acquisition, survey, detailed
shovel-ready plan, ground-breaking, construction, sign-making/installation, inspection,
opening). Include phased plan for different levels of funding available.

City of Globe- Linda
Oddonetto
Wal-Mart

Economic development and
recreation
Funding working group

6. Follow Timeline to construct

City of Globe

Wastewater allocations

8. Open

Potential Additional
Partners:

SRP

CVWP Goals:

2. Meet with key partners

7. Add water

Potential Funding:

Must Have
Site commitment
Water allocation
Funding
Site Survey
Work Plan and timeline
Construction Contracts/Commitments

Philanthropist

Town of Miami

FMI Community Investment Fund

Local art groups

Fundraising by selling benches, tables, ramadas

https://www.freeportinmycommunity.com/pages/community-investment-funds

2. Expand management practices of land to better utilize storm water flows and quality
4. Explore feasibility of matching water quality to use
5. Foster ecological stewardship to preserve, enhance, and manage natural resources for resilience, adaptation, and restoration
6. Combine and share both knowledge and resources under guiding philosophies for collective impact
7. Education of the public and decision-makers to increase awareness and motivate action

Notes
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This report provides forum background and brief summaries of the presentations and discussions from the Third
Annual Cobre Valley Water Forum on November 12-13, 2020. You can find more information at:
wrrc.arizona.edu/Cobre-Valley
Agenda, speaker bios, and prep materials from the Third Annual Water Forum can be found here:
https://wrrc.arizona.edu/events/conference/third-annual-cobre-valley-water-forum-healthy-forests-healthywatershed
The virtual forum was recorded and is available to view through the links below:
Day 1
Part 1: https://tinyurl.com/CV-WaterForum-Day1-Part1
Includes remarks and presentations from Chris Jones, Sammy Gonzalez, Mary Lata, Michael Seronde, Paul La Farga,
Ashley Hullinger, and Victoria Hermosilla
Part 2: https://tinyurl.com/CV-WaterForum-Day1-Part2
Includes remarks and presentations from Ben Downer, Thea Wilshire, Linda Oddonetto, Melissa Steele, and Glen
Lineberry
Day 2
Part 1: https://tinyurl.com/CV-WaterForum-Day2-Part1
Includes remarks from Victoria Hermosilla and Tim Humphrey, as well as panel discussion among Dee Randall, Adam
Bromley, Stephen Flora, Lori Brown, and Carl Melford
Part 2: https://tinyurl.com/CV-WaterForum-Day2-Part2
Includes remarks and presentations from Jessica Asbill-Case, as well as the Virtual Field Trip featuring Glen Lineberry
and Amanda Bickel representing Miami Junior-Senior High School
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Introduction to the Cobre Valley Water Forums
The Cobre Valley Water Forums have been an annual event in the Globe-Miami area since 2018. Each year has
focused on different themes, but the main goal of the forums is to spread water awareness and collect watershed
directives and priorities from the local communities in order to inform and develop the Cobre Valley Watershed
Partnership.
In 2020, the Cobre Valley Water Forum went virtual with the theme: Healthy Watersheds, Healthy Watershed. On
November 12-13, 2020, over 60 people tuned in to learn about and support forest health in their watershed. Over a
dozen speakers shared information and specific recommendations to help us evaluate our role in the changing
reality of forests, fire, and watershed health. The intention of this report is to make lessons from the forum as
accessible and useful as possible by summarizing discussions, while also maintaining the richness of commentary
and details.
Forest and ecosystem health are of extraordinary importance – for everyday life and the long-term vitality of the
Cobre Valley region. By connecting how forests and uplands impact our watershed, wildland urban interface, and
water resources, the Third Annual Water Forum highlighted paths forward in addressing areas of need.
Aiming to build awareness of local water resources and build capacity to plan and manage water resources
challenges in Cobre Valley since 2015, the University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center (WRRC), Gila
County Cooperative Extension, US Bureau of Reclamation, and many other partners and community members
around Cobre Valley, have contributed time, resources, and expertise to watershed resilience in southern Gila
County. The new Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership (CVWP) is both a result of these efforts and steward of next
steps to take meaningful action in the watershed. Together all these partners made the 2020 forum possible.
While we look forward to getting back to an in-person format, we were
pleased with the advantage of receiving audience feedback throughout
the two day the event. Real-time comments and questions from the
forum chat box are recorded throughout this report.

Chat box questions and comments
from participants are recorded in
the sidebar of this report.

PAST FORUMS
The water forums emerged from WRRC’s stakeholder-driven community assets assessment in 2016-2017, which
indicated the usefulness of public forums to increase coordination and communication around water among natural
resource managers and stakeholders. Since then, three annual water forums have been convened in the Cobre
Valley.
FORUM ONE
September 6, 2018: Over 50 decision-makers and water managers in Globe-Miami and the surrounding region
decided on top priorities and areas for possible collaboration to enhance the water resilience of the region.
FORUM TWO
April 9, 2019: We continued the discussion, receiving updates from working groups and partners on water-related
activities, and highlighted the interconnectedness of the watershed while exploring water supply and demand in
Cobre Valley.
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Next Steps
As we all know, the work does not stop when the forum is over; of course the opposite is true. Now is the time to
put recommendations into action. Pulling from the two days of discussion and presentations, the following list
summarizes actionable items that were referenced at least three times throughout the forum, as well as identifies
partners to support those efforts. Please email hullinger@arizona.edu with suggestions of strategies related to these
actions or necessary partners to be involved.

Recommended actions derived from forum feedback and discussion
Increase outreach in the community to implement specific education and
engagement ideas (specific topic areas referenced throughout this report)
Potential partners: Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership, USFS Tonto National
Forest, Bullion Plaza Cultural Center and Museum, UArizona Water Resources
Research Center (WRRC), others
Identify and implement forest thinning and restoration initiatives

Page number
reference
Pages 5, 10, 16, 1819, 23-24

Pages 6, 19, 21, 2324

Potential partners: USFS Tonto National Forest, Gila County Emergency
Preparedness, Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership, others
Increase monitoring and restoration/removal of invasive grasses in the watershed

Pages 6, 10, 23

Potential partners: USFS Tonto National Forest, Cobre Valley Watershed
Partnership, Uarizona CES, Gila County Cattlegrowers, others
Increase land and water stewardship through trails development and maintenance

Pages 9, 11, 23

Potential partners: Cobre Valley Collaborative Recreation Team, Cobre Valley
Watershed Partnership, Globe-Miami Chamber of Commerce, City of Globe,
others
Support local partners in collaborative projects and in development of proposals
Potential partners: Uarizona Water Resources Research Center, Cobre Valley
Watershed Partnership, USFS Tonto National Forest, Gila County IDA, City of
Globe, Town of Miami, others
Pursue various funding opportunities, seeking assistance from the appropriate
agencies
Potential partners: Gila County, Cities and Towns, and Tribes, with assistance
of Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership, Uarizona Water Resources Research
Center, various non-profits, others
Develop a vision of what the local community wants for their forest and watershed
to guide comprehensive policies and plans
Potential partners: Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership, Town of Miami, City
of Globe, Gila County, San Carlos Apache Tribe Forestry Department, USFS
Tonto National Forest, and many others (everyone)
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Pages 5, 10-11, 13,
22, 23-24

Pages 10-11, 22, 23

Pages 10, 16, 22-23

Recap of Day 1: November 12
Brief summaries of the presentations are provided in the sections below. Recordings are posted at:
wrrc.arizona.edu/Cobre-Valley

To start the forum, we requested some information about the makeup of the audience:
•
•
•
•

About 50% of forum participants lived in the Cobre Valley.
100% of participants lived in Arizona.
About half of the audience had participated in past water forums.
For the other half, this was their first Cobre Valley Water Forum.
100% of participants understood the concept of a watershed,
with most people defining it as a land area that drains into larger
water bodies and a few people thinking more broadly as
“anywhere that rain falls.”

The first presentations and speakers provided context for the forum,
starting with an assessment of the changing role that wildfires present
communities, and ongoing work in the community. In his opening
remarks, Mayor Sammy Gonzales made a special point of looking around
the (virtual) room to note the tight-knit community. As an elected official
and as a junior high school social studies teacher in Miami, he was glad to
see so many people at the table to learn more about their watershed and
the environment.

09:07
Paul La Farga, UA WRRC
Looks like most everyone is calling in
from Arizona!
09:20
Victoria Hermosilla, CVWP
Fun Bee Fact from the USDA: Honey
bees are the "work horse" of US
agricultural pollination in that they
facilitate the reproduction of more
than 120 crops. Honey bee pollination
alone adds more than $15 billion in
value to agricultural crops each year,
and helps ensure that our diets
include ample fruits, nuts, and
vegetables.

Day 1 Keynote: Role of Wildland Fire and Changing Fire Regimes Around Communities
Mary Lata, Fire Ecologist, US Forest Service Tonto National Forest
Dr. Lata focused on the Tonto National Forest, but the data in her
presentation are representative of the Globe Ranger District’s situation.
This presentation covers a little bit of ponderosa pine evergreen, a little
bit about the interior chaparral, and a fair amount about the Sonoran
Desert.

09:38
Victoria Hermosilla, CVWP
Check out the Fire Lab here:
https://www.firelab.org/

All our ecosystems are off balance to a certain degree in the Tonto National Forest, along with the frequency of fire.
For instance, in the woody systems, there is more woody encroachment and more fuel build up. When fires do burn
in those areas, they are going to be more intense and hotter. This all affects the hydrology of the watershed.
In this part of Arizona, we find most of our forests in the upper elevations, which have a very significant impact on
the downstream areas. It’s helpful to think about the whole system in parts: 1) the desert, 2) the forest, and 3) what
is going on between the first two systems. In particular, desert systems have experienced significant changes.
The last year was an exceptional fire season. In 2020, we had 147 fires with 67,000 acres burned, which is an
extraordinary number of acres. We should keep in mind that in some higher elevation areas where the fires were
not as severe, the burned acres produced beneficial results. These fires got a lot of work done for us. Without these
fires, forest managers would have to actively implement prescribed fires.

5

On average, a ponderosa pine-evergreen system in this region should fall into a range of one to 60-year fire return
interval, with 60-years being somewhat exceptional. We are now seeing a 115-year fire return interval, which is
longer than it should be, leading to more severe and devastating fires. After arresting wildfire for decades
(estimated at 100 years in some places), understory woody species have grown to a density that is not natural,
providing fuel for high intensity fires. High intensity means higher flame heights that burn hotter and can kill
ponderosa pines.
However, from the perspective of the watershed, so many acres burning all at once – even if it is beneficial fire –
can cause increased runoff and flooding in some areas, and potentially impact water quality.
Frequent fires occur in lower elevations where they should not, while fire seldomly returns to higher-elevation areas
that need to burn to avoid excessive fuel build up. Driven by the colonization of invasive grasses, desert systems that
traditionally only experience fire events once every 450 years have been
transitioning to a grass/shrub fire system, which burns more frequently.
09:55
Ashley Hullinger, UA WRRC
This has negative impacts on our native vegetation and historic
These invasive grasses almost sound
ecosystem.
unbeatable, like they're built to
We can manage fires in the desert by selectively using low-severity and
low-intensity prescribed fires to strategically burn invasive grasses before
their seeds are viable, and selective grazing. Selective grazing could also
create temporary fire breaks but may be challenging to implement
because it requires intensive management.
Communities should understand that fire is inevitable, and it is not
pretty. Along with building a better understanding of fire, our public
needs to be engaged with decision making around managing fire.
Compromises will be necessary, but the public should be involved in
decisions about how their public lands look. Communities must balance
the damage from prescribed fires with the overall health of the entire
system. We need to learn how to deal with fire.
We are seeing fire in systems that have not had fires in 100 years,
impacting ecosystems that we value. Creative thinking is necessary, and
the community should be involved in answering questions about
management options moving forward.
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succeed and spread. Are there good
proven ways to slow them down? It
seems to be accepted that they are
here to stay.
09:58
Kenneth Steel
I was wondering the same thing,
Ashley!
10:01
Melissa Steele
Aren't there groups in Tucson who
gather and pull grass all day, like
weeds? Is that helpful?
10:05
Paul La Farga, UA WRRC
Yes, Tucson Clean & Beautiful is among
one of the groups in Tucson that pull
weeds
https://tucsoncleanandbeautiful.org/b
uffelgrass-education-removal/

Forest to Faucet: How Forests Impact the Watershed
This session, moderated by Michael Seronde from UArizona Water Resources Research Center (WRRC), related
current science and planning initiatives that seek to further collaborative watershed planning and action in Pinal
Creek Watershed – otherwise known as Cobre Valley.

Benefits and Risks of Forest Health in Cobre Valley
Ashley Hullinger, Research Analyst & Paul La Farga, Graduate Research Assistant, UArizona WRRC
Since 2015, the WRRC has been working collaboratively with the Gila
County Cooperative Extension and Gila County IDA to gather community
water priorities and help establish a watershed partnership in the Cobre
Valley. Over the past year, the WRRC’s research efforts have focused on
developing a better understanding of the benefits and vulnerabilities of
ecosystem services in Cobre Valley in order to support education,
decision making, project development, and natural resources
management.
What does ‘watershed’ mean to you? Viewing the world from a
watershed perspective provides a unique planning opportunity to look
beyond jurisdictional boundaries and land ownership to consider the
activities that may impact your community and environment, both
negatively and positively. One way of measuring impacts to watershed
health is to assess the underlying ecosystem services (ES) that provide
endless benefits to humans, from water filtering and erosion control to
firewood and carbon sequestration. The first phase of the WRRC’s
research has been to establish the status of key ecosystem services in the
Cobre Valley, such as the economic benefit of having trails in the region.
Information about the status and benefits of ES will be released as a
report installment in January 2021 for review among stakeholders and
the CVWP Science Coordination Committee. The next step is to evaluate
the vulnerability of these benefits and risks including severe wildfire and
exceptional drought. According to the Arizona Department of Forestry
and Fire Management, 90% of the Cobre Valley is considered at high or
extreme fire risk, and exceptional drought was experienced for the first
time in Cobre Valley since 1980 during October 2020, based on US
Drought Monitor data. This information will be included in a second
installment of the report, which will evaluate vulnerability of ecosystem
services and top risks, to be released in April 2021. The final installment
of the report will assess trends and future scenarios, to be released in fall
2021.

10:20
Christopher Jones, UA CES
Ecosystem Service: Habitat for wildlife
mean a lot to me spiritually. I get to see
so many different kinds of birds
everyday where I live.
10:20
Victoria Carella
Healthy riparian corridors and wildlife
corridors.
10:21
Christopher Jones, UA CES
A watershed is a land area that drains
to the low point!
10:21
Roberto Reveles
Need communicate value of this
watershed to Phx metro area in
building public policy support for the
watershed area which lacks political
support.
10:28
Victoria Hermosilla, CVWP
Learn more about the value of trails in
Arizona here:
https://aztrail.org/economic-value-oftrails-in-arizona/
10:28
Victoria Hermosilla, CVWP
Learn about this tool here:
https://www.itreetools.org/

Providing Ways for the Watershed to Come Together
Victoria Hermosilla, Coordinator, Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership
Starting with the basics, a watershed partnership is a voluntary alliance among vested stakeholders who share a
common bond in that they would like to see their watershed improve water quality and maintain or improve the
quality of life. As a new organization, funded by Bureau of Reclamation’s WaterSMART program, the CVWP has been
developing its mission, goals, and leadership over the last year and a half. CVWP goals are designed to fit the unique
circumstances of the local watershed, based on past WRRC stakeholder engagement and further validated by the
7

CVWP stakeholders. These goals include addressing the priority areas of system efficiency and wise utilization of
resources, economy and development, recreation and environmental stewardship, and water awareness. The
partnership is working toward these goals in different ways, such as targeted working groups and development of
the Watershed Action Plan. However, nothing is possible without community support. The CVWP aims to provide a
variety of ways for community members to engage with their watershed. CVWP is already actively conducting
education and outreach activities, as well as watershed clean-up events. Additionally, as an official 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, the CVWP can serve as a fiscal agent to apply for and administer a wide range of grant projects.
We look forward to obtaining the necessary resources and support to
10:45
Paul La Farga, UA WRRC
implement projects that help the community reach its goals and benefit
Contact
Regina
Ortega: 808-373-0032
the watershed. To get involved, contact Victoria Hermosilla:
for
clean
up!
cobrewp@gmail.com
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Shared Reactions and Questions from Day One Sessions Seen Through Zoom Breakout Rooms
Midway through Day One, forum participants broke out into five separate discussion groups for a chance to share
reactions, questions, and takeaways for action. Participant responses from all five groups are summarized and
organized in the circles below. Reactions and questions centered upon fire, drought, and invasive species, as well as
the lessons to be learned. Overarching themes for “Action” clustered around the need for collaboration among a
diversity of participants and increased communication with the public.

Reactions and Questions

There is more to water
than what we easily see
(water running down the
street) within the
watershed. Ongoing
drought and weather
change is a significant issue
with many consequences.

Very interesting from
the perspective of
working in recreation.
There are so many
factors that have
effects, and the science
behind it matters.

Being in a community where
fire is a threat, it is helpful to
understand how the
community deals with issues
and comes together. Smokey,
the Bear did too good of job
scaring people about fire. Not
all fire is bad, and this is a
public perception problem that
is not easy to fix.

Lightning strikes, invasive
weeds, forest management
– data presented by Mary
Lata is very relevant to the
Cobre Valley and helpful in
understanding our local
system and changes to that
system.

The information
about invasive
grasses in Mary
Lata’s
presentation was
scary!
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Speaking from a ranching perspective
and recent losses due to the Bush
Fire: With so much winter rain, it
wasn’t possible to graze all the feed
available. Cows stayed in one pasture
longer and did not move on to the
next pasture. Meanwhile, red brome
has been taking over even before the
fires, without many perennials in new
areas. It takes two to three years
before good grasses come back.

How much about ecosystems
and biodiversity in the local
region has been studied?
Interested in how to apply
this kind of information in
programs about grazing and
bringing in cows as a tool to
manage the landscape and
invasive species.

When it rains after the fire,
runoff increases dramatically;
streams and lakes fill with
sediment and debris. Up north,
forests are not managed
correctly (cedars everywhere
in pine systems). There are
many lessons to apply from
the ranching community.

Takeaways for Action

Communication with the public is
difficult until the crisis is happening.
Especially in the Cobre Valley, it can
be a difficult place to get people
outside to do things and participate in
events. Catching people at the end of
work, social media, bills, flyers on
windshields – the key is to
communicate through as many
channels as possible. No one path
works, so we have to use a variety of
methods to reach people.

Struck by how out-ofwhack fire regimes are
across various
ecosystems. These
discussions should be
accessible to the public.

Southern Gila EDC has
formed a subcommittee
around fire mitigation,
and they plan to engage
with regional cattle
growers on wildfire
issues.

Community members
need to come to the
table and understand
what is at stake and
agree on what they
want for the forest.

Optimistic that these
discussions can be the
catalyst for more
collaboration and
action on fire
mitigation and other
watershed projects.

Interest in watershed
clean-up initiatives and
how to involve the
Chamber of Commerce in
community wide events
with business owners and
community members.

Having fire in systems that
haven’t seen them in 100
years - we will lose things we
value. What are we willing to
sacrifice? Fire can provide
benefits, but there are big
questions that need to be
answered by the
community.

Consider the economic value of the
watershed in light of increasing fire risk,
invasive species, and climate change
impacts. As risks increase at the
intersection of these factors, we need to
change what we consider normal. Most of
us probably did not realize that all the grass
on the hills should not be there. Important
to communicate to the public that what
they see is not normal and that these
changes have negative impacts. This could
stir up better public policy and change how
we interact with our local system.

We have a lot of data on the
forest and watershed. We need
to create aggressive drive for a
climate change adaptation
strategy. How are we going to
manage data and public input
with strategies? Looking for a
plan outlining actions and next
steps, especially at the policy
level.
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There is an urgent need
for more collaboration
between both state
and federal policy
makers and
communities in Cobre
Valley.

Forest to Vibrant Community: How Forests Impact Human Health
This session, moderated by Ben Downer from UArizona Cooperative Extension, illustrated the efforts of local leaders
to both build community and increase stewardship of natural resources.

Creating Love of Place Through Recreation: Cobre Valley Recreation Masterplan Proposal
Linda Oddonetto, Economic Development Director, City of Globe; Thea Wilshire, Chairperson for Recreation
Subcommittee; and Melissa Steele, Economic Development Specialist, City of Globe, Cobre Valley Collaborative
What makes a place loveable? What is it about certain places that we are proud to say we’re from there? Dr. Thea
Wilshire and Linda Oddonetto, with assistance from Melissa Steele, discussed the background and drive of their
Recreation Masterplan Proposal to improve access to the outdoors and encourage a high quality of life in the Cobre
Valley.
Dr. Wilshire started big with Eric Klinenberg’s book Palaces for the
11:06
Thomas Foster
People, which discusses the role and value of social infrastructure. Social
Great book!! I have a copy.
infrastructure refers to the shared public places like parks, plazas,
libraries, trails, and other spaces that are open to everyone. These spaces drive love of place. Peter Kageyama’s Love
of Cities and Love Where You Live: Creating Emotionally Engaging Places make the point that to really love where
you are, it has to grab you emotionally. Lastly, Jack Scultz’ Boomtown USA: The 7-1/2 Keys to Big Success in Small
Towns focuses on rural America and how every single community has its own asset or its own area of unique
strength, different than other places.
Our strength is the phenomenal natural beauty and access to nature that
we have in the Globe-Miami and San Carlos region. That’s why increasing
access to recreation and the outdoors would also increase love of place
and help us socially connect through infrastructure.

11:14
Victoria Hermosilla
What different kinds of recreation do
you enjoy in your community?

11:15
Thomas Foster
Along with education and housing, recreation has been identified as a
Hiking and exploring.
community priority through various stakeholder engagement processes
led by City of Globe and other local entities in partnership with
11:15
Kenneth Steel
organizations like RCAC and Pinnacle Prevention. One of these processes,
Bicycling!
the Cobre Valley Collaborative, established a recreation subcommittee to
figure out actionable, strategic plans that identified SMART goals. A key
next step to realize recreation goals was to establish a Recreation Masterplan, which would look at existing
resources, necessary resources, how people are using the resources, and where the community wants to go next.

City of Globe is seeking various funding sources to support the Masterplan and other community development
efforts, including a grant from the National Park Service and a grant from Freeport-McMoran that was matched by
Gila County. Funding will help build the Masterplan, but buy-in and direction from the community is necessary to
determine what goes into the plan and how to direct the funds. we believe that if people are out in the watershed if
they are experiencing nature if they are out of doors, they are going to be more committed to show up for clean-ups
and willing to invest in different ecological preservation and restoration projects that we need for the health of our
watershed. This overlapping recreation priority with the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership is an opportunity for
joint work in the future.
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Preparing the Next Generation of Water Stewards and Increasing Community Water Resilience
Glen Lineberry, Principal, Miami Junior-High School
Under the direction of Principal Glen Lineberry, Miami Junior-Senior High School has implemented an innovative
program to set kids up for life, teaching things like where food comes from, why we have clean water in some places
and not others, and how everyday decisions have big impacts. The goal is to embed a sense of place that reflects the
realities of contemporary life. Forum participants thanked Glen for building a model program that tackles diet,
environmental stewardship, and life skills development.
Referring to the social infrastructure mentioned in the last presentation, schools sometimes feel like we are the one
piece of social infrastructure left standing. We have over 500 students on a compact campus for all preK-12
students, with a service area of about 1,200 square miles. Students are from directly in Miami and further afield in
Top-of-the-World, Roosevelt, and east of downtown San Carlos. Three-quarters of kids qualify for free and reduced
lunch, with the federal government covering all school lunches in a normal year. Several years ago, we began a selfdirected project to improve the school, addressing the physical environment as well as curriculum, and instruction.
A part of this work is our Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs,
which is designed to provide hands-on learning experiences dovetailed
with English, math, and science. Multiple programs are currently being
integrated into core academic instruction, including agriculture,
construction, culinary arts, education professions, graphic design,
journalism and software development. These programs prepare students
with fundamental skills for living, while creating pathways to jobs and
college degrees. This program teaches workplace skills and offers
leadership trainings – the soft skills that make a difference for years to
come. CTE also brings in more funding for the school, which allows us to
pursue different projects.
We have undertaken a vision and plan to improve the entire campus,
including the academic buildings, gymnasium, and all the land around the
site including a large, open unused field. The vision is to have a campus
cooled by hundreds of trees as part of the orchard and a working farm
with animals, practicing sustainable production methods. To achieve this
vision, we have implemented a plan to install a working orchard and
farm, implement rainwater harvesting, and give ownership to the
students through tree adoption and working of the farm.
Project Harvest helped us install a large rainwater runoff capture tank to
begin feeding water to some small garden spaces here on campus. We
are in the process the process of ordering more tanks. Trees Please has
helped us obtain the trees, restore the large wash to the north of the
school, improve drainage, and control run-off to prevent flooding in the
parking lot. This reconfiguring of the “local” watershed has allowed us to
hold water for multiple uses, including a restored riparian area, rather
than letting it run off. We've planted about 350 trees and shrubs in the
last two years using Groasis Waterboxxes, which are basically buckets
that are buried in the ground with the tree. The Waterboxx system
collects and holds precipitation to water the trees over time in order to
combat desert conditions and assist with reforestation. Starting with 2 ½
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11:26
Victoria Carella
Glen - wonderful!
11:27
Thomas Foster
Check with Chris Jones [about a well]
11:29
Christopher Jones, UA CES
ckjones@arizona.edu: feel free to reach
out to me; thanks for the shout out
Tom!
11:28
Mary Lata
Glen - what an amazing
program/school! That's really fantastic!
I'm so impressed!
11:30
Lori Brown
What a great program.
11:32
Linda Oddonetto
So cool!! Glen, thank you and your staff
for your efforts.
11:29
Linda Gross
Yes! What a great example of what
rural education can imbue to kids!
Great presentation Glen!
11:29
Sheryl Cormack
That's wonderful. Thanks Glen. Can't
wait for the fieldtrip!

gallons of water for most plantings, we do not have to irrigate with additional water in the first year. We will plant
another 100 to 120 trees.
The Agriculture (Ag) program plays a big part in realizing this vision, in coordination with the other CTE programs.
Run by Amanda Bickle, who teaches the agriculture and biology program, the farm will involve experimental gardens
using traditional Native American gardening techniques. Some experimental projects will teach kids about water
retention and plant growth. The culinary arts program will use the produce from chickens, goats, and the orchard
trees and the other plants housed onsite. We will also use these supplies to send food home to about 70 families in
need. A cheese making project pulls in construction students to build out the facilities and design business students
to market the products. The school is also in the process of embedding climate science and environmental
stewardship programs into the curriculum for all students. The science curriculum will integrate a greenhouse and a
weather station (both in the works). One challenge has been finding a contractor to drill a well, which would be
powered by a solar pump in order to supply irrigation water for the farm. As we start the full farming operations, we
are working to locate internship and externship opportunities for students as a pathway to employment.
This generation is going to bear the brunt of the climate change impacts,
which will have immense implications for their lives and for their
children, as well as for their health, employment, and quality of life. This
generation needs to understand where and how food is produced, along
with the nutritional and health components and the implications for the
environment. Principal Lineberry is grateful for the partnerships that
have helped thus far and is interested in any other possible collaborations.
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11:38
Roberto Reveles
Glen, wonderful presentation and
should be shared with our MHS
Reunion mailing list.

Watershed Through Art
As the final event of Day One of the forum, we asked participants to vote on concepts for a new logo for the Cobre
Valley Watershed Partnership. The art pieces that inspired the logo concepts were created by local artist (and so
much more) Carrie Curley – see her Featured Artist profile in the Speaker Bios Packet. Concept 2 was favored as the
logo design among the group with 67% of people in agreement. Participants also provided helpful suggestions and
feedback in order to retain Ms. Curley’s vision and represent the local natural beauty. We thank Ms. Curley for
sharing her beautiful work that represents a deep connection to the natural world and watershed.
Carrie Curley’s original artwork is shown below. The logo concepts based on her work are shown on page 15.

1

2

3
14

Through a live poll, forum participants voted for Concept 2 as the CVWP logo. Suggested changes to the logo from
participants were conveyed to the UArizona WRRC graphic designer for consideration.

11:45
Christopher Jones
Presenters can't poll; I vote for #2!!!!!
11:45
Melissa Steele
I like #2

1

11:46
Victoria Hermosilla
Yeah, also vote for 2, add that in!
11:46
Mary Lata
I love them all, but I like 2 best.
11:47
Ben Downer
Could we incorporate more of the hand
drawn aesthetic of the artist's original
sketches? I really like the vibe of the
pen and watercolors.
11:48
Joe Miller
Perhaps combine plant elements from
option 2 into the more landscape
version?

2

3
15

11:48
Glen Lineberry
Agreed. Much more of CC’s vision in
those, and they should still be
reproducible.

Recap of Day 2: November 13
Brief summaries of the presentations are provided in the sections below. Recordings are posted at:
wrrc.arizona.edu/Cobre-Valley
Starting the day with purpose, Gila County Supervisor Tim Humphrey presented a big picture perspective of the
roles of partners and activities in the watershed. He applauded the efforts of so many people and organizations who
keep cattle grazing, forests healthy, and our water clean. Gila County knows that we must manage water wisely
because we do not have much of it in the West. We are faced with many challenges - especially today - but thinking
to the future, it is important that we continue to learn and work on water together.

Day 2 Keynote: This is What It Means to be a Fire-Adapted Community
Jim Morgan, Fire Chief, Pinetop Fire District
The keynote presentation from Fire Chief Jim Morgan provided both overview information and specific
recommendations about becoming a firesafe communities, based on his experience in northern Gila County.
Fire Chief Morgan reminded us that while striving for community risk reduction of wildfire, we must first change our
own behaviors before community-wide change is possible. Even though fire is part of the White Mountain
ecosystem, the community was not very engaged in decisions at first. For instance, there was not a single firewalldesignated community in the White Mountains. Morgan spoke of the shift in community culture that was necessary
to make a dent on wildfire and risk reduction. Once the public
9:21
Victoria Hermosilla, CVWP
understood that it is not possible to put a fire engine at every house
Learn more about the National
during a catastrophic event, they saw the best hope of protecting their
Cohesive Wildland Fire Management
property was through vegetation management and coding for fire
Strategy Here:
restrictive construction. Chief Morgan hopes that the town of Pinetophttps://www.forestsandrangelands.gov
Lakeside will have a revision and an updated urban interface code in the
/strategy/
next few months to improve vegetation management and codes.

Panel: Comparing Lessons of Mitigating and Responding to Wildfires
We brought together regional and national leaders in forest and land management to shed light on threats
associated with the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI), impacts of wildfires to our communities and economic
activities, and steps to become fire adapted for long-term watershed health. Chris Jones moderated our panel of
knowledgeable guest speakers, drawing from different points of view and expertise.
Panelists included: Dee Randall, Forest Manager, San Carlos Apache Tribe; Adam Bromley, District Ranger, US Forest
Service - Tonto National Forest; Stephen Flora, Senior Hydrologist, Salt River Project (SRP); Lori Brown, Owner,
Brown Ranch, Tonto Natural Resource Conservation District (NRCD); and Carl Melford, Emergency Manager, Gila
County Health and Emergency Management.
Dee Randall launched the panel with a vision for pre-settlement forest and landscape conditions as a guide to
resource management and long-term planning for forest and watershed health on San Carlos Apache Tribal Lands. A
common reference point for these forest conditions would be to think of Aldo Leopold’s passages describing the
land before western settlement. The San Carlos Apache Tribe started their Integrated Resource Management Plan in
1992, which required a common vision among federal agencies, tribal
9:57
Paul Buck
entities, and reservation resource managers. Through this process, the
San Carlos and the Tonto NF have a
Tribe decided that the benchmark for their vision is for the reservation is
great cross-boundary project going on
to resemble pre-reservation conditions. Aspects of desired future
and that may be something to discuss
conditions were derived from accounts of Tribal Elders and Tribal
in this section as well.
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members, describing many large pine trees, water from springs, rivers had many cottonwood trees, fish, beaver
ponds, wild spinach and wild onion, and plentiful grass. Returning San Carlos Apache landscape to closely resemble
pre-reservation conditions ensures a positive ecosystem for future generations. It was mentioned that when
conditions are similar to those described by Apache Elders and when traditional plants and animals return with
healthy and vigorous populations, they will know that they are on the correct path to managing the land correctly.
These management goals are balanced alongside the function of a working forest that provides timber sales and
firewood, as well as hunting and camping permit sales. The key to managing the landscape effectively is
collaboration. Problems do not stop at barbed wire fences; resource management does not stop at Tribal, private,
city, county, or state boundaries.
Adam Bromley picked up where Dee Randall left off, reiterating that the landscape does not stop at jurisdictional
boundaries. Everything is connected from an ecological perspective, stretching through numerous landowners and
land management objectives. Bromley reminded the audience that federal land management agencies like USFS that
are not local to the geographic region, so decisions that are made in other parts of the country influence what
happens around Cobre Valley. Our land management agencies are not independent and must answer to various
chains of authority, with many people from outside the state impacting priorities, funding availability, and
management decisions. Thinking about what needs to get done on the ground, our biggest challenge is outreach in
the community in order to get the necessary support for implementing what the land needs.
One of the biggest challenges is balancing all uses and interests to form a functioning ecosystem. Bromley also
described a common scenario in which people are deeply passionate about certain issues, but they get distracted by
the overall connectivity of the system. Bromley understands the public participation is challenging but hopes that
the CVWP can help with outreach into the community to get started on some of the ideas that came from previous
presentations.
Stephen Flora provided a history of the Salt River Project (SRP) and explained how wildfire impacts the watershed
and affects water supplies. Flora explained how Arizona’s extreme climate can be unpredictable, but that drought
and flooding have been around for centuries so that plans for these droughts and floods have been made. Flora
explained that forest fires and wildfires have an impact on the resilience of the forest to manage drought, impacting
your water supply and creating problems with the debris flow that happen afterwards. After the Woodbury Fire in
2019 there was an exceptionally large flash flood event that saw inflow into lower reservoirs that are much smaller,
which caused large releases from SRP. They have been part of the Forest Restoration Initiative (4FRI) to get fire back
to a more natural state because these flash floods that occur after wildfire negatively impacts SRP water supply.
Forest restoration is a question of paying some now or a lot later and is dependent on both public and private
partnerships. Restoration helps prevent catastrophic fire, water contamination, reservoir sedimentation, and
infrastructure damage, as well as a host of other long-term benefits to combat drought and climate change. Flora
concluded by highlighting the importance of collaborative partnerships to allow SRP to move forward to plan for
future events and protect forest resilience.
Lori Brown, H4 farm and fifth-generation ranch owner, spoke from a lifetime of personal and professional
investment in rangeland health and youth education. She described the various roles that her ranch plays in the
Tonto Basin. One of these roles is education – for the past 11 years, Brown has been engaged in agriculture
education, giving farming and mining lessons to numerous fourth graders throughout the years. She also teaches
students how water is not only used for livestock, but also for the wildlife as well. Brown mentioned how they
develop springs, keep tanks clean, and run pipeline and put water all over the ranch. She even runs water to
pastures that are not being grazed on to nourish wildlife. The ranch also serves recreational purposes for many
campers who want an escape from the Valley. Brown’s presentation emphasized the important role that private
landowners play in resource management. It is important that ranchers and land management agencies collaborate
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in order to ensure the good health of our water resources. Landscape-scale issues require cooperation and are not
just one person’s problem.
Carl Melford described how Gila County Emergency Management works with a variety of partners and agencies to
respond to the threat of wildfire and the flooding events that follow. He showed a video that illustrated the power
of debris flow and the kind of ecological communities that should be prioritized for treatment. This kind of
information is not meant to incite fear, but rather to promote respect for these watershed systems. These floods
claim lives, so preparation and mitigation should happen at all levels – from the individual to jurisdictions and interagency.

Panel Discussion
This segment of the forum provided opportunities for the panel and audience to respond to questions and delve
into more details. Panelists emphasized some of the following bulleted points, but the discussion summary below is
a worthwhile read and full of valuable information.
Takeaways:
•
•

•
•

•

Communication and engagement with the public on forest and watershed management are necessary to
establish the public awareness and support to move forward on both smaller and larger projects.
Partnerships are essential to tackle landscape-scale issues in Arizona. While working among various
jurisdictions is difficult, the funding and management actions must be coordinated among landowners and
natural resources managers to be effective.
Successful partnerships are built on common understanding, as well as shared goals and objectives, to
achieve mutual benefits for the affected stakeholders.
Forest management is a long-term commitment and planning effort, not one-and-done. The more mitigation
and restoration work that is done now will mean less resources and negative economic and environmental
impacts later.
Forest, ecosystem, and watershed health are paramount to secure groundwater supplies.

Chris Jones started out the discussion with a question for the entire panel:
In general, what is one thing that the public should understand about the effect of recent fires on the watershed,
both past and future?

Adam Bromley: One of the biggest things to understand is what we mean when we say fire is “good.”
Fires are natural events. However, human beings have altered our environment to make fires behave “unnaturally”
in that they are much more severe than they used to be.
If we use prescribed fires to reintroduce fire into these ecosystems, I think people should understand why we may
have to make some sacrifices in order to get back to a more natural state.
10:28
Paul Buck
Fire has become what it is due to human impacts on the landscape.
Even with low intensity fires, we see effects on everything from
recreation opportunities to post-fire flooding. Prescribed fires will have
the same impacts, so it is important for the public to understand the
possible sacrifices.
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For federal agencies, is land
management policy beginning to
address human impacts on the
environment in terms of how to
address these new norms? E.g. fire and
climate change.

Stephen Flora: To follow up on that, the public needs to understand the
kind of flooding that can occur. Especially in the case of fires in lower
elevations, the system might not bounce back as quickly as in upper
elevations with ponderosa pine forests. These longer lasting effects in
lower elevations impact overall forest resilience and the changing
environment. While Arizona is already experiencing variable weather
between droughts and floods, we may have more extreme droughts and
floods. Preserving, restoring, and maintaining healthy forests will help to
mitigate some of the impacts of these extreme events.
The forest health comes back to the resilience of the watershed, as well
as the groundwater supplies. Fires will increase flooding and run-off,
which decreases infiltration and negatively impacts the ecosystems as
well as the groundwater supplies.
Carl Melford: Showing images of post-fire flooding is not intended to
incite fear but to demand respect of these watersheds and encourage
people to practice situational awareness. For instance, the Woodbury
Fire caused a tragic incident in which a flash flood killed 10 people – this
was a direct result of a wildfire.
In the video of flooding after the Pinal Fire, it was clear skies and a sunny
day around me. Seeing those floodwaters rushing through. For the
people that recreate or travel in burn scarred watersheds, know what
the elements are like and be aware of your environment.
Lori Brown: People do not realize the impact of rain on burned
watersheds as flooding moves downstream. We live on Slate Creek,
which crosses Highway 87. There are six 12-foot tunnels that transport
water under the highway. After the Willow Fire burned this area in 2004
and it rained, the water almost ran over the highway. The water goes
down Tonto Creek and drains to Slate Creek, which creates this backup.
Now, with the Bush Fire and almost 200,000 acres burned, I fear the
post-fire flooding is going to be tremendous. With the way the
watershed drains down to the Slate Creek, we should probably pray it
will be a somewhat dry year.
Dee Randall: Our ideas of fire management and fire behavior have
changed since the 1920s and 1930s. There is much work to be done
beyond just reintroducing fire. Mechanically, we are talking about a lot of
thinning and harvesting timber to mimic what wildfire once
accomplished.
As a civil culture that has a stake in the management of the land, it is
going to take a while for people's ideas about the forest to change.
People expect the forest to be thick and full, and they think that is how it
is supposed to be. I grew up looking at it like that, but it is not right – it is
unhealthy. The forest lives, and we have to think about not just treating
it once but treating it over and over and over again. We are going to be
treating it until the end of time.
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10:42
Michael Burgoyne
How much does it cost for current fire
management of mechanical thinning
and prescribed burns?
10:46
Victoria Hermosilla, CVWP
Hi Michael, prescribed burns can cost
around $100/acres. Hand thinning
can cost ~$100-$300/acre, and
Mastication (chewing up overgrown
forests) can cost ~$500/acre. These
are approximated costs from a
conversation I had with Ranger
Bromley a few weeks ago. What this
can do, however, is allow different
sized grants to be applied to different
sized projects. No forest treatment
project is too small!

10:49
Michael Burgoyne
Thank you, Victoria. Is hand thinning
when they remove the timber for
timber production? Like when they sell
the lumber?
10:50
Victoria Hermosilla, CVWP
Ranger Bromley will probably correct
me on this, but I believe hand thinning
is applied when large timber
equipment is not appropriate for the
landscape. So, steeper terrains, or
more tree-specific areas. I believe the
timber can be sold and/or collected
post-treatment from a variety of
these treatment types.

10:51
Adam Bromley, USFS
Hand thinning is generally the
removal on non-merchantable
material 1-5" in diameter. This
material is generally piled and burned
or lopped and scattered and then
burned. Anyone wanting to talk about
forest thinning options I can talk to
you for hours. Just get a hold of me
and I'll be happy to answer any
questions you have.

This means planning forest management in 20- to 50-year intervals, not just year to year. We need to be ready for
what will happen down the line, because the forest grows back and wildfire will happen again.
This relates to water. Everyone in Arizona knows that we have a limited supply of water that enters the watershed
as rain. We must also realize that having a healthy watershed improves our aquifers and groundwater supplies.
We need to let the public know that we are not just doing this work for current residents of the watershed, but for
the future.

The next question in line for the panel was pulled from the audience:
10:28
Linda Gross
Does anyone here have the cost to AZ
taxpayers of the fires we’ve had in the
last 5 years? What is the central agency
tracking costs?

Adam Bromley: Without the figures in front of me, the answer is specific to the fire and what costs we are talking
about (e.g. strictly financial costs compared to indirect costs). As a rough estimate, the Tonto National Forest has
probably spent more than $50 million on fire this year. The Griffin Fire cost about $10 million alone, and the Bush
Fire was far more expensive – without considering others such as Sawtooth, Central, and a few others. The Polles
Fire, which not only cost financially, but cost us in the fatality of a pilot.
This all adds up, so we are talking about millions of dollars annually – and tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars
over five years.
Joe Miller, Trout Unlimited (forum participant): The actual total cost would be more millions, at least 10 to 20 times
greater than the cost of preventing fires and managing fires as they occur. The long-term costs are enormous. The
true purpose of forest management is protecting the watersheds.
Stephen Flora: There have been economic analysis to look at those costs if catastrophic fire in terms of different
kinds of impacts on the environment, water, recreation, etc. You can pay a little now to manage the forests, but the
cost of these post-fire impacts can be much more later. You have to consider all different types of agency
expenditures: administration, coordination efforts, emergency management, and so on. Those type of things add up,
as well as the losses to the environment and other aspects of daily life and the economy.
Lori Brown: It’s not just about what fires cost, but Arizona taxpayers are paying for more than the fire itself. The
firefighting is mostly federally funded. The State and counties are responsible for things like fence repairs, where
much of the taxpayer dollars are spent. Fires cost us at the local level, because we are the ones who are rebuilding
guardrails, replacing infrastructure, and dealing with the flooding. As an individual and a rancher, my expenses are
enormous.
Adam Bromley: These huge indirect costs have economic impacts, especially to the local communities. Arizona
taxpayers are absorbing the cost of new guardrails and other rebuilding efforts. It all adds up to additional millions
of dollars.
Additionally, to clarify, fires are federally funded, which are also taxpayer dollars. The State is not necessarily paying
for the fire itself unless there is a cost-share agreement in place.
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Joe Miller: One other taxpayer-related issues on the table right now concerning the Arizona Corporation
Commission: removal and disposal of biomass. Forests have both productive timber that can be used and sold, as
well as the biomass – smaller stuff that has to be removed and disposed. The only viable way to do that in Arizona
currently is to convert that biomass to electrical energy. We are limited by only having one plant in the State, which
is significantly slowing down restoration in Arizona.
Arizona Corporation Commission could help address this issue by requiring power companies to use more of that
fuel source, but it is not as effective as solar or natural gas. However, burning biomass in a proper power plant for
energy is better for the climate – rather than letting it be burned openly in the forest where it produces up to 40% of
the total particulates introduced into the atmosphere around the world. I hope that all the folks here can express
their opinions to the newly elected Arizona Corporation Commissioners to please address this issue.
Carl Melford: Be aware that there are measures in place to help soften the economic blow from these events,
absorbing some costs for local taxpayers and passing it up as needed. These are local measures at the county level,
whereas direct costs from the fire and incident management team are built in on a federal level as described earlier.
There are so many costs and economic impacts related to fires that is
necessary for the county to accurately track their costs on each individual
event. This is a difficult task, because there are so many moving parts. For
instance, moving debris after a flood is a cost, not only for the personnel
but for the vehicles (e.g. bulldozers).
We track our costs carefully. If we reach a certain dollar amount, we log
that amount. Once we have an emergency declaration for an event, we
can bill the State for reimbursement for that amount on a county level.
The State can then file a declaration of emergency and seek
reimbursement from the federal government. This chain of emergency
declarations can somewhat absorb or soften the blow of costs for the
local taxpayers.

10:52
Carl Melford
A private culvert downstream of the
Pinal Fire was clogged by cut
firewood from a campsite. The
clogged culvert resulted in the
complete destruction of a small
private bridge. The cost to repair this
bridge was thousands of dollars. This
could have been mitigated by
removal of firewood that was left
behind by campers. Estimated
mitigation cost $0.00. Food for
thought.

The final question for the panel was:
How can we strengthen partnerships, and what do we need for better partnerships?

Dee Randall: As an example, the San Carlos Apache Tribe’s Forestry Department are working with the Tonto
National Forest on a very large watershed improvement project: 240,000 acres, half on the reservation and half on
the Tonto. Working with so many different jurisdictions is difficult, but it is necessary for all of us.
For this project, different treatments are planned, both mechanical thinning and prescribed burns. We are not going
to be able to treat certain areas, but we have to go into it thinking about the spotted owls in the canyons. How are
we going to treat the canyons? How are we going to treat areas that we cannot manage mechanically? What about
the very thick and heavy spots that have not burned in so long that they will burn hot when prescribed fire is
applied? Along with mitigation measures, all this work will require forming partnerships and pulling together funding
for the mutual benefit of both the Tonto National Forest and the San Carlos Apache Reservation.
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One of the biggest parts of a good partnership is making sure that we are heard and that our goals and objectives
match. There are many ways for us to support each other, such as moving forward with environmental assessments.
Currently, we are working together to complete all the environmental documentation requirements.
Stephen Flora: SRP works with the Forest Service, USGS, National Weather Service, and other agencies for
emergency response, forest restoration, and habitat restoration on mostly a large scale. However, it is important to
engage the impacted stakeholders on a smaller scale while understanding how agencies play a role and respond. We
need to find common goals between agencies, communities, and various other entities, as well as ensure
communication and knowledge of how agencies work. If communities understand the impacts to their area and the
assistance that is available, they can start building support for smaller projects. Increased public awareness and
community involvement is a first step in working toward joint solutions and funding pathways to mitigation projects.
Lori Brown: Partnerships are important. On my allotment, 24 miles of pipeline got burned in the Bush Fire. To
replace it, just the pipeline costs about $110,000, not including labor. The Mule Deer Association are volunteering
their time and to help us lay the pipeline core through our allotment.
This provides water for our cattle, but we can also start getting water out for the wildlife. The wildlife has no water
right now. When they are crossing the highways to Tonto Creek, which is dry, they get hit on the highway. It is
important that a partnership is helping more than just us.
Adam Bromley: “Partnership” goes back to the reality that ecosystems do not stop at jurisdictional boundaries.
[Partnership] takes everyone here today. It does not matter whether you are a mountain biker, an environmentalist,
a rancher, or a fire manager. We all have a stake in the watershed and need to look at an entire ecosystem approach
without jurisdictional boundaries. The only way to do that is to build partnerships, and this group is a prime example
of a way to build those connections and get started. It is not going to be fast or easy, but we have to do what we can
to adapt to our changing environment, ensure clean water to drink in the future, and protect public safety.
As a partner, the Forest Service can work with the State and the Tribes, which is relatively easy for us to do. There
just has to be a desire and a funding source to do so. The Forest Service is not a money-rich agency, so the funding
must come from somewhere. Groups like the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership are a good way to pass on
information about how we can partner and the best route to proceed.
Some of these projects can be small. Doing something is better than doing nothing at all – whether it is 10 acres or
10,000 acres – and working together to do it, so we can try to get our environment into a state that we can all
benefit from it to some degree.
Chris Jones: I am glad that we are part of the Cobre Valley Watershed Partnership, so that we can deal with some of
these real issues.
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Interactive Breakout Rooms: Getting Behind a Project – What will it take and how do I fit in?
Our panel and previous forum speakers primed us for active breakout room discussions led by facilitators prepared
to lead action-oriented conversations on a variety of focus areas.

Opportunities for New Trails and Trail Maintenance
Facilitated by Sheryl Cormack, USFS; Ben Downer, UArizona Gila County Cooperative Extension; and Michael
Seronde, UArizona WRRC
The discussion at this breakout session focused on identifying priority areas for trail improvements and other
recreation needs for the community. Participants spoke to the need for improved signage both on the trails
themselves and in town to help guide recreators who may not know how to easily access regional trailheads. Trail
maintenance and suitability were also raised as issues – some trails are not sustainably built and/or managed, and
some are not well suited for more casual recreators. Breakout room facilitators Sheryl Cormack and Ben Downer
suggested a future recreation field trip to demonstrate common trail sustainability issues. Let's all go mountain
biking or hiking!
If anyone is interested in volunteering or talking recreation on the Globe Ranger District, please reach out to Sheryl
Cormack: Sheryl.cormack@usda.gov

Ecosystem Services to Policy
Facilitated by Ashley Hullinger, UArizona WRRC
As we are seeing ecological communities change, we have to consider countless factors and deliberate our goals and
practices among all stakeholders and land managers. This is no easy task. The effects of climate change make this
job even more difficult. For instance, it is even harder to bring areas back after the fire with increased temperatures
and changes to soil chemistry. One useful method to help the process is to compare historic aerial photos to current
photos in order to visualize the target for how you should manage (e.g. San Carlos Apache Tribe have performed this
study). More communication and liaison between agencies and landowners about what can be done to improve
ecological conditions amid confusing bureaucratic limitations could also be helpful. Local governments and agencies
should continue to foster and promote partnerships with ranchers who help manage the landscape and benefit their
communities.

Invasive Grasses
Facilitated by Victoria Hermosilla, CVWP
This breakout group discussed the 10 square mile grazing allotment held and managed by Pinto Valley Mine,
Capstone. Mr. Ralston noted weed-free certified feed for the cattle, and the importance of protecting the
watersheds from invasives. The group discussed actions citizens can begin taking in order to be more protective of
their watersheds. Two main take-aways are: 1) Fire-Wising the community from the individual residence all the way
up to the whole community level by learning more, complying with recommendations, and consulting with local fire
departments; and 2) finding more opportunities for outreach and education. The group at the water forum is small
compared to the larger community, which needs to have more opportunities to understand everything discussed at
the forum.

Wildland-Urban Interface and Tools
Facilitated by Chris Jones, UArizona Gila County Cooperative Extension
The discussion focused on the raised awareness of the Globe-Miami wildfire risk following the recent Salt and Griffin
Fires in August 2020. Wildfire has not typically been a major risk in the area in the past. In response to recent
weather patterns, nonnative invasive annual winter grasses, especially red brome, became established throughout
Cobre Valley and lower elevations in Gila County in the past few years. The group discussed how people do not
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really understand the danger. It is time to change the way we think about wildfire as local problem. Adaptation
measures include how individual property owners manage their own properties, and how community properties can
be managed for wildfire. Globe Fire Chief Robison mentioned how we could look at Payson as a model. Payson
recently adopted a Fire Adapted Community Code. Gila Community College is a potential partner: they teach fire
and fuel management classes. Barry Johnson is the instructor. Dea Funka from APS mentioned a student learning
process that may be applicable. Rights-of-way and defensible space around utility poles help to provide fuel breaks.
She also listed several “tools” to help the community mitigate for wildfire, including the AZ Fire Adapted
Communities Network; Firewise USA; WIU codes; and interagency support from partners like AZ Dept. Fire &
Forestry Management and FEMA. There was general agreement to initiate some meetings with the fire chiefs,
Emergency Management, ADFFM, and APS to explore next steps to help Cobre Valley mitigate and prepare for
wildfire.

Education and Outreach
Facilitated by Paul La Farga, UArizona WRRC
Rich with constructive dialogue, friendly discussion, and engaging historical anecdotes, this group quickly agreed
that better communication would help us move forward to garner more community involvement in rainwater
harvesting. While many people might work “in their own silos,” when it comes to communicating with others there
are opportunities to build on the existing network to include larger audiences that are connected through programs
and institutions. We should create a collective message to break down these silos and develop an action plan to
identify specific tasks and to assign to promote and distribute information would be needed.
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Closing Remarks: Increasing Water Supply Reliability through Partnerships and Funding
Opportunities with the Bureau of Reclamation
Jessica Asbill-Case, Water Resources Program Manager, US Bureau of Reclamation

Jessica Asbill-Case closed out the forum with information about funding and partnership opportunities
from the US Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation). The WaterSMART Program provides a framework to
support water supply reliability for multiple water users in the face of various realities such as growing
populations, restoration needs, and drought. WaterSMART aims to increase water supply reliability
through investments and attention to local water conflicts, while supporting water conservation and water
management improvements to help meet competing demands for water. Leveraging federal and nonfederal funding, with generally a 50% cost share, this program relies on collaboration with stakeholders to
develop local solutions to water supply issues. Jessica and other Reclamation staff can work with
communities and other water dealing authorities to figure out the best option for them. Contact Jessica
Asbill-Case if you have questions: jasbillcase@usbr.gov
Successful proposals are available on the website for each program:
Basin Studies
Basin Studies: https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/bsp/index.html
Reservoir Operations: https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/pilots/index.html
Applied Science Tools: https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/appliedscience/index.html
Title XVI
https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/title/index.html
WaterSMART Grants
Water and Energy Efficiency Grants: https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/weeg/index.html
Small-Scale Water Efficiency Grants: https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/swep/index.html
Water Marketing Strategy Grants: https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/watermarketing/index.html
Field Services
https://www.usbr.gov/waterconservation/
Drought
https://www.usbr.gov/drought/
Cooperative Watershed Management Program
https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/cwmp/index.html
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Virtual Fieldtrip
The Forum concluded with a Virtual Field Trip of the rainwater harvesting and tree planting efforts taking
place at Miami Junior and High School. Principal Glen Lineberry and teacher Amanda Bickel guided viewers
through the school grounds and discuss how they are teaching valuable skills and stewardship values to
their students, along with providing a better environment for learning and adding to the urban tree canopy
of Miami, Arizona. The Virtual Field Trip featured the Miami High School in a pre-recorded homegrown
video touring their grounds along with the rainwater harvesting and tree planting work going on there.
Despite bandwidth limitations affecting video quality, we were happy to share a peek of this work and
consider how it will grow under the direction of Glen Lineberry in partnership with Trees Please and a
variety of other partners.
If you are interested in getting involved or providing assistance to Miami Junior and High School, contact
Glen at glineberry@miamiusd40.org.
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